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EDI OR' No 
Thi b k Y u're h lcling in your hand right n w - it' a bab . I want 
to tell you it' my kid, m Lantern, my handiwork - but thi i th nly 
pag I can take cr dit £; r. Thi beautiful bouncing bab f a book 
bIng to th artists, p t, playwright , and author of r inu . Their 
tal nt i both moving and xciting, and it i uch a pleasure to be in a 
po iti n to commit their work to paper, to bind it neatly b tween two 
gl y c v r and hand it out to the world. 
Th editorial staff and I are proud to pre ent a pecial featur in thi 
i u : we hav includ dar ally beautiful interview with poet leanor 
Wiln r fr m her vi it t ur campus last seme t r. W hope ou find 
h r w rd as thought-pr voking and in piring as we did. he wa 
brought t campu by the i iting Writ r eries, a brilliant program 
that bring r nown d poets t ur doorstep. This me ter we' e 
aIr ady b n privileged to hear erald tern and Tracie Morri read 
th ir work, and I enc urage e eryone to tak advantage f the 
pp rtunity to come out and see our future visiting writer . 
The p opl I'm about t thank deserve banners, skywriting, tar named 
in th ir honor - but thi i all I've got. 0 thank you 0 much abi and 
cott, for working c mputer magic that I can't dream of und r tanding, 
and p lite! dealing with hundr d of last-minute email from me. 
Thank y u icol for being the m t rganized girl in th world. And 
thank you to m peach s, ang Is, preciou gem - my editors, who have 
worked incr dibly hard, and kept me in line and consoled m ,and who 
ha e put up with a whole lot of pet-name. pecially you, Chri 
chaeffer. Y u ar a diamond. Thank you Tre & Tori, and thank ou 
Dan, for showing m how it' done. nd thank you, more than thank 
u, to Dr. olkmer, who ha been an ally, a mentor, and a friend to me 
and to this little book. H ha gracefully handled my inexperience and 
guided m through the proce of publi bing a magazine, and this book 
quite impl would not be here with ut him. 
All that aid, njo . There is trea ure in th coming page ; there is light 
in thi Lantern. 
- Marjorie 
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JUDGES' NOTES 
Poetry Winner - Cruel by Louisa Schnaithmann 
I admire this poem's artful simplicity and it careful crafting of concrete 
imagery. The words seem so well-chosen for both their imagi tic and 
sonic qualities, and the poem is pleasing to the ear. The poem al 0 
delivers on the promi e of its ba ic images by moving gracefully from 
the physical nature of the broken teacup to more metaphysical musing 
about sorrow. This poem succeeded by giving me both something to 
hold on to and something to think about. Well done! 
Liz Ah1 is chair of the English Department at PlYmouth State University in ew 
Hampshire. Her poems have appeared in Four Corners, White Pelican 
Review, SAM, Court Green, Margie, The Women's Review of Books, 
Prairie Schooner, Alimentum) and North American Review. Her work 
has also been included in several anthologies) including Red, White and Blues: 
Poets on the Promise of America, Mi chief, Caprice, and ther Poetic 
Strategies) and Like Thunder: Poets Respond to Violence. 
Prose Winner - Those Dancing Days are Gone by Christopher 
Schaeffer 
Its author engages the reader with a creative premise, and wea es that 
premise throughout the story in a natural and entertaining manner that 
is also inherent to the plot. Also displayed are a good use of uspense 
and plot twists, and a clear narrative arc. 
Miriam Fitting received an MFA in Creative Writingfrom the University of 
Washington) Seattle) and has published fiction) translations) and nonfiction with a 
van'ety of literary journals and small presses including The Indiana Review, 
ptimism) and Bohemian Ventures. She is currentlY using the break between 
drafts of her novel-in-progress) The Prague Moment) to wnte a collection of linked 
ston'es tentativelY titled Why I D on't Have A Boyfriend. 
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My teacup br ke 
th oth r day, 
hatter d in the bathr mink, 
biu curv r d like 1n. 
I h Id it in my hand afterward 
a if c 1 p rc lain w uid nouri h 
m , cradled it in my palm , 
1 miming v el. 
Id and m th, lik dew. 
P rhap till i what sorrow £ 1 like 
to obj ct ; the cannot we p, cannot 
thrash and m an, biting the air. 
In t ad th y crack, plint r into 
u 1 n 
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CRUEL 
Christopher chaeffer 
THOSE DANCING DAYS ARE GONE 
The man dre sed as Yeats had decided to call it a night early. He had 
chosen, for that particular evening, to hit the town a the late-period 
mystic aristocrat, and the driving rain had made his choppy wig and 
wool overcoat uncomfortably wet and heavy. Part of him wished he'd 
picked one of his younger Yeats outfits, but, on reflection, not much 
could compare to the vi cera! thrill of howling "The econd Coming" 
through thick sheets of precipitation under the spotty illumination of a 
corner streetlight. He checked his pocket watch (not an authentic period 
piece-he'd ordered it from a curiosities catalogue-but it suited the 
outfit); 10:15. He'd put in a good two and a half hours, had stuck it out 
even when the first rolling bass thumps of thunder had ounded, e en 
when the rain had inten ified so that traveling a block felt like fording a 
pregnant stream. He felt he'd earned himself a drink. The me senger 
bag at his feet bulged at the eams, stuffed with the ve tige of his 
daylight life. In most lights, he cut a pretty mean picture of the man-
tall and rigidly slim, some grim dreaminess in his eyes. Under close 
examination, though, or particularly unsparing lighting, you could tell-
he was too young, too baby-faced, for even the young Yeats of the 
Celtic bent, the hue of his skin not fair enough for Ireland. It betrayed 
that trace of California that never leaves you, like the cent of money 
and fast cars. 
He leaned forward into the empty streets, spying a man dashing 
through the rain, and shouted an almost perfunctory Whence did all that 
fury come! From empty tomb or Virgin womb! t. Joseph thought the (here he paused 
to cough) woul~ would melt but liked the wqy his fingers smelt! 
The man kept running without sparing a backward askew look, a 
sign the man dressed as Yeats took as his cue to leave. There were 
fourteen blocks between his corner pulpit and his apartment, his 
favorite bars conveniently located within staggering di tance of his 
home. Tonight though, his usual haunts were off limits-he didn't want 
the regulars to ee him like this, in his severe little grandpa gla ses and 
floppy silk bow tie. There were two sets of locations in hi life-tho e 
that knew him in smart three-piece suits, polo hirts and designer jeans, 
and those that knew him as W.B. He hurried down the street, straining 
his eyes against the downpour in an attempt to make out storefronts a 
he passed-a man in a yellow rain -slicker prowled like a sullen cat down 
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the pp it idewalk, hand jammed in hi pocket and a cap pulled 
I w ver hi eye. If ither man had bothered to train hi ar, h 
c uld'v heard the wet p rcu ion f th other' f, t in the tr aming 
run ff. The night wa their, if the would ha had it. D ntown 
I urtzburgh, w J er y, that i to ay, didn't ha e much to off, r in the 
way f a nigh tlif, . 
But if meone wanted to get drunk, fa t, it wa n't too hard to find 
a plac catering t their demand. He turned into a ide treet, taking 
partial shelter under the awning, not-quite-running in hi 
unc mfortably odden c tum. ightning lit the treet like a 
Brew rk-th r , n t a bl ck away, a thr tory brown ton; loud 
ucko and. Two women upp rted a third betwe n them, flagged a 
cab and tuff, d h r uncerem ni u ly into the back eat. The ga e the 
man dr ed a Y at a pair of harp I ok a the passed, and he f, lt a 
blu h ri e t hi ch ek . He wa n't an idiot, or a maniac; he knew how 
h must I k. ike, well, an idiot or a maniac. verybody ha their 
h bbie th ugh, right? The man dre d a Yeat wouldn't laugh at a 
guy who t up m del train in his ba ement, or n of tho e diehard 
fantasy football player. He ... 
H didn't reall kn w why h did it. ouldn't put hi frnger on the 
pul e f whatever anci nt impul e drove him to the street like a hungry 
gho t ery night. rant me an old man's fren:ry. Myself must I remake til I am 
Timon and Lear or that Wiffiam Blake who beat upon the wall tiff truth obeyed his 
calL H had n t don thing lik ... like thi before hi ho pitalization. 
om tim h w rri d that it wa a ide- ffect of the medication , 
anticonvul ants, antid pres ant, antips chotic, analge ic. In the 
morning he lin d up the little b ttle along the bathroom counter in 
a cending rder bas d on th e erity of the doctor' thin- et frown 
when h 'd scribbl d out the pre cription: paroxat Percocet, depakote, 
lamic tal , carbamazepin , clonaz pam, natural lithium. In the la t ca e, 
th frown had quickl b en replaced with a broad mile that fooled no 
one. Ahah) 7vell Ray) at this point I'm about out of specialists to send you to. 
friendl ,grandfatherl punch to the arnl. I suppose House is booked, son! 
Th both laughed meekl . Four month later the pill bottle were 
mpty. He till organized th m e ery morning till turned them 0 th 
labels all aligned like on long word. When he return d home each 
night, left the trou er and pat and starchy dre birt pooled on the 
floor, he u uall careen d into leep before he could do much thinking, 
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but the mornings, in the morning he alway felt the fro tration he felt 
as he lowed down towards the bar-what wa he doing? What wa he 
thinking? 'What then?' sang Plato's ghost, (what then?" 
'CY eat y, my man. omin' in a little early tonight?" 
" th " ye, en ... 
The bouncer thumped him on the back, waved him inside, where 
the perfume of cigarettes and beer clung to the wall and fell over the 
sullen weeknight drinkers like a blanket. The accent wa difficult. He 
had tapes, to study, but it mostly came down to practice. He had hi eye 
on a booth near the back, away from the bar and the dim footlights of 
the stage, where a light Indian girl in a sundres sang "Sophisticated 
Lady" in a thin voice, swayed nervou ly with the microphone stand. His 
waitress was one of the usuals, a cheerful community college student 
working through her communications degree. They didn't really know 
each other that well. Her favorite show was Lost. 
"The usual, Mr. Yeats?" 
"Aye, uh ... well, no. Gimme a roggenbier. Lass." 
"Right up." 
He sat and waited, studying the smooth blur of the fan . The bar 
had a loose speakeasy theme, was furnished with mahogany and red 
leather in a reasonable approximation of 1930' luxury. It might've 
come off as touristy, if there'd ever been any tourists. s it wa , it 
supported a small but healthy base of loyal patron , and was further 
subsidized, people said, as a historical site by the city. n the weekend , 
sure, the college kids and irony-seeking twenty-somethings filtered in 
for taps hidden behind hollow fac;ade walls and amateurish live jazz, but 
for the most part Cloud Cuckoo Land was for I(urtzburgh's old, 
solitary, and otherwise desolate. Tonight, the only fla h of life among 
the alcoholics and men with no better place to be (slouching towards 
the bar to be bored, he thought) was a group of businessmen rai ing 
hell at the bar, carousing, pinching asses, laughing off the inevitable 
beers spilled on crotche by coquettishly irate waitresses. handful of 
them peeled away from the group, moving jerkily towards the jukebox 
in the back, one of them stopping a few paces from the would-be Yeats 
and looking credulously over his shoulder. 
"Hey ... hey, are you ... " 
waying a bit, his necktie loose around his fleshy neck-a coworker, 
a guy from accounting, omeone who-
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Those Dancing Day are one 
" ren't you ... well shit, Mr. rane, ou 10 k ... you look, damn, I 
don't even kn w what to a t thi." 
"I'm rry ... ah, I'm orry lad. I clinnae know what ye're-" 
" ,n. haha, what i going on h reI Ra mund rane, you crazy 
onuvabitch, dre d up all like .. . like in tein her !" 
OJ}) all the planets drop in the sun. 
'1 ... ," an awkward pau e, the man dre ed a Y at (Raymund Crane 
till unc mD rtable in his mind, a name for om one el e) looked 
ar und c n piratorially b fore 1 aning toward hi coworker. "Lo k 
I'm n my way h m from a, a co tum party. nd I'm not Albert 
in tein. I'm Yeat ." 
" c tume party? In th middle of frickin' eptember? Where?" 
" ,a friend' apartment. It wa her birthday." 
, k, fair n ugh. What are ou doing h re?" 
"I II I " ... we, mean-
th waitr returned with Raymund's b r, hi (what wa hi 
nam again? lar nce ... Terranc ... am?) drunk acquaintance offered 
a w ather d five dollar bill in her direction. 
" krane, don't worry about it. I don't need to know what our 
d al i . Mi ? nother for me, and whatev r this gu here' drinking." 
Ra mund cradl d hi b r between hi hand, th cheap wi p 
whit n s of hi wig pIa tered to his forehead. He bru hed it a ide with 
one hand, cl aring hi eye. Old Tom Again. 
" . . . am ... you won't-" 
"T II anybod at work? ah, man. Don't worry about it. 1 mean ... 
we all d craz hit ometimes, right? It cool. 0 tume party." 
He to k a 1 ng draught of beer. 1 lift my glass to my mouth ... 
"Thank ou. Thanks." 
The girl on tage finished her ong, to a smattering of apathetic 
applau e. he giggl d, ga e a mou thank ou, tarted into "Mr. 
Paganini". h snapp d her finger, wung her head low. A thin sheen 
f w at misted her forehead under the heat of the light, clung the 
floral print of her dr to her hip . "1 never blinked back at jiriflies ... )) 
am coughed, canned the bar. Hi friend were back at the 
jukebox, heap Trick playing 0 er the girl' singing. Laugh all around. 
Whate r. The waitt ss brought th two their beer -Ra mund till 
ipped p nsi el at hi fir t round, taring into the la t hallow puddle 
of the gla s. 
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"So, uh ... 1 guess ... do you want me to, like, get out of here?" 
He fmi hed his beer, wiped the foam from his upper lip, cocked his 
head at Sam as if noticing him there for the first time. 
"Hm? 0, you don't need to ... that is, if you want to get back to 
your friends, go for it, but .... " 
"Hey! Lady! Another round over here! You look pissed as hell, Mr. 
Crane. Or, well. Not pissed, 1 gues , but you look like there's something 
going on here more than a little post-party nightcap. Plus, 1 mean, you 
think this town is full of retards? " 
'What?" 
"A tiny little noplace like this, you think nobody would notice some, 
1 don't know, 19th century Christopher Uoyd running around shouting 
poetry every night? Come on. You're damned lucky nobody ever put 
two and two together before tonight, to be honest. You think you could 
keep fooling people forever, well, you can go fuck yourself. 0 
offense." 
Raymund smiled, surprising himself. 
''Well then. Uh. In my defense, I did, you should know, put a lot of 
thought into keeping everything separate. I've ... I've been pretty careful 
not to run into anyone I really know. You just caught me off guard, I 
suppose." 
''Yeah, damn right I did, you sitting here with your back to the door. 
Haven't you ever seen a cowboy movie before? Goddamn." 
"I guess its been awhile." 
"So ... so why do you it?" 
Taking a sip of his beer, Raymund shifted his gaze, side-stepped, for 
the moment, the question. Sam rapped his knuckles on the table, 
leaning forward slightly. He silently asked again, insistent. 
"1 '11 " can t rea y ... say. 
'What, is it a secret? Are you working for the government or 
something? Come on, man." 
"No, 1. .. I just don't know really." 
"That's it? You don't know?" 
He spread his hands in a vaudevillian shrug. 
"1 don't know." 
'What a fucking let-down." 
"I'm sorry." 
"Me too," he said, polishing off his beer. "I think ... I think if you 
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tri d th ugh ... t r all, u 1m w,psychoanafyze it, y u might-
cc ,I d n't think . Tru t m ,I' I t a I t f I ep er It 
my If. It' ju t th rap utic, r, cathartic, r om thing. I'm ... w 11 
am, I'm n t a happy man." He wa m t with a 'mpathetic nod. 
n th r r und had come and g n . ' p until a £ w m nth ag y u 
, I wa quite ur I wa g ing t di. n, that i , r all r r all n. 
I w uldn't thirty." 
"W 11 ... damn Ra , I can wh that c uld hit a guy hard. I-
cc I'm ... hah. . I'm g ing t be fme. But ... it und 
n·diculous ungratifu~ but ... if u p nd all the ar with the 
pr upp iti n that y u ha n I ng-t rm futur , and th n, udd nly 
y u fmd ut that yes, u do in fact ha fifty, ixty more ar ahead f 
y u... am, that' t rrifying. Y u wake up in ur 300 thread-count 
b d h t n xt t ur actr girlfri nd and udd nl that i n't 
n c aril n ugh. Y u tart t think h could I marry thi girl? 
ould I p nd the rtf my liD with her? ould I p nd the rtf m 
month with h r? rything y u d uddenly ha c n equ nc . Y u'r 
not hurtling at 1 0 mile p r h ur t ward a ho pital r om brick wall 
n, u c uld ry w 11 di at the age of 110 urr und d by ur 
fucking hyp th tical grandkids r erd on I in th back r om of a 
club, r g t canc r r g t hot b a mugg r, r anything. The fr dom, 
am. It dri ou nut ." 
am cratch d hi chin. Th re i n't, h th ught, a wa to reall 
r p nd t that kind f thing pithil h k pt hi m uth hut. Drank 
hi b r in c mmi rati n. 
" I ran acro th c un try. I I ft m j b b hind me and icky 
p r girl, dull but , so attracti and ... and I at ut id th airp rt 
in tlantic ity and th win ,it ripp d at m from behind the pIon 
and all I had wa a duf£ I bag full of hit and the clothe I had on m , 
and am I felt okay again. And what am I doing now? I'm working at 
arguabl , an n more bring j b. I'm taking a night cla on figur 
drawing. I'm dr d up lik Y at on a Thur da night. I ha e a whol 
n w liD ah ad f m , and I'm wa ring it en m re than I did b fore. 
D any f that mak n to ou?" 
"W 11." 
Th at in il nc , tog th r for a mom nt. Th ing r wa well into 
, ry M a Ri r h r ic confid nt now, tr ng and ad and 0 far 
a a a torch lik a pin-prick wa ering again t a trong wind. Remember? 
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Remember? Remember? An old man at close to stage, gazed up at the girl 
with a trembling lip-his heart danced at the tumbling grace of her 
''pleh-beeJlun)), some ancestral memory itched that made every man in the 
bar Tom Ewell, drunk in his tuxedo, every empty seat in the house 
haunted, for a few minutes, by the gho t of Julie London in green, in 
pink, in blue, in white. am ran a finger round the rim of his pint-gla s, 
keen on the low whistle it produced. 
'Well?" 
'CY ou know... I love that 1ce-T plays cop now. There's a whole 
generation, out there, that knows him as the black guy on Law and Order 
SVU. Where'd the O.G. go? Where's the man who wanted to 'Get 
Buck Naked and Fuck?'" 
Raymund stared incredulously. 
'What?" 
"I mean, you can't be in Body Count forever. ot everyone cool 
gets the luxury of dying at 27, get it? After a certain point the party 
ends. 1ce-T gets it. That's awesome. 
"But what do you do then? Write a book? Start a record label? 
Either way, you're reinventing yourself, sort of. You're not who you 
used to be." 
"But that's the point!" Raymund said, almo t pounding his fist on 
the table. "I am exactly who I used to be! Except for ... this... this 
fucking wig, and, and, and ridiculous goddamn tie!" 
" 0, no you're not," insistent, and sad, with a shake of hi head, 
"you totally cannot be." 
And there) free and fas0 being both Chance and Choice) forget its broken toys . .. 
"So what should I do?" 
'What, am I your therapist? I don't know ... get a girlfriend. Learn 
to surf. Whatever you want." 
"Thank you. Thanks," said the girl on the stage, bowing with her 
hands clasped in front of her. The old man was sobbing, his head 
buried in the dark nooks of his elbow . "This'll be my la t song of the 
night ... its called 'Mi ty.'" 
Sam looked at Raymund's expression, trapped somewhere in 
between disgust and disappointment. He felt compelled to add 
something. 
"I had this dream, Ray. Dunno why, but its stuck with me for 
months. orne dreams do that, you know? It about an old man, well, I 
14 
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gue it ab ut m , being my dream and all. R ally th ugh the ld man 
i the tar f th h w. In m dr am I'm erving him thi huge fancy 
meal in m apartm nt, r ally freaking ut about g tting rything ju t 
right. nd anywa, ventuall he it down t at and tart to tell m 
hi tory. Hued to b a real odal h bkn bb r in th day, tell me all 
ab ut the b autiful w m nand plac h' be n to. d h t II me 
ab ut thi giant D untain in the 1 bb of a fam u hotel, how peopl 
chuck d p nnie in it, and at night wh n the chandelier ent on ou 
c uld th p nnie refl ct off the gla of it. d how the m nand 
women w uld pair up and dance around th lip f thi huge.6 untain, 
and h w th ir r fl ction would dance underwater to . He 1 ok 0 
happ. nd th n, he pull th 1 g of hi pant a littl , and I that hi 
1 g ar like, lik woo~ lik tick, ju t gnarled and thin and kn bb . 
nd I can tell h' not g ing t b d ing an mor dancing. nd I fe 1 
bad for him. I tart to danc . Jut, like an idiot. Th electric lide, the 
Macar na, anything I can think of. 1 don't know why I think it'll hlp. I 
d n't know if it de. 1 ju t ke p dancing like a maniac for thi old man, 
ju t in ca it mak him mile.6 r one econd." 
" 0 what are u telling me?" 
"I d n't know. I don't know if I'm telling ou anything." 
" h. lee." 
minut crawl d acro th tabl . 
"I gue what I reall want is ... d. 1 don't know. ven a litd 
pipe-dr am, th r ' nothing th re, am. Ther ' nothing." 
"I don't know what to a, man.' 
"Lo k- our fri nd are leaving, I think. Maybe ou should go. 1 
don't ... 1 think I'm going t be h r for awhile." 
"All right. You gonna be ok?" 
"1 gu " 
ou at the offic tomorr w?" 
"Right." 
" 001 th n. d night, Mr. ran." 
Raymund atch d him hurry to catch up with hi drinking buddie, 
r ach d into hi allet and left a tip on th table. The girl' e e w re 
do d, h r dr s thin with p r piration. 
Don't you notice h07JJ hopelesslY I'm lost? 
He t od and dt w toward th tage, topping feet away n xt to 
th old man. 
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"She's beautiful you know," he remarked through toothles lips, his 
cheeks wet and red. Raymund nodded absently. The old man was right, 
he realized. She was. 
She swayed against the microphone, cradling it like an absent lover, 
bent it backwards as she embraced her crescendo. Her eyes opened-
they were brown, almost black-and burnt through the room, through 
the city, through the earth. Raymund entertained the notion that maybe 
she was looking at him. But then again, maybe not. 
Too misty 
Her arms wrapped around the microphone stand, lips parted just 0, 
knees bent and tip-toes extended. 
And too much 
He peeled the wig from his head, his hair itself almost cobweb pale, 
and matted against his head like wet grass. The wig hung limply in his 
hand. Something ... something hovered just out of his grasp. 
In love ... 
The last syllable hung in the air for a full five seconds, for the entire 
night until the sunrise. Maybe that was why he was here, Raymund 
wondered, to hear this song. His hands found themselves clapping. She 
announced an encore, almost sheepishly. The bar was almost empty. 
Raymund. The old man. The girl. It was "Mack the I<nife." 
As she moved, as she swung like a pendulum, he felt some kind of 
unity to his universe, not a great love or a stirring conviction or 
anything like that, simply the feeling that, as her arms swung and her 
fingers napped, the bangles on her wrists jingling a split second in their 
wake, that the beat she kept was somehow consistent with the beat of 
the universe, that God did in fact keep impeccable time. Her eyes closed 
again, and, without thinking, so did his. In his mind he leaned back, and 
back, and back, falling clean and fast towards that place past sleep, the 
comfort of children and sleeping lovers and the weightless swinging 
motion of the song. 
How can we know the dancer from the dance? 
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A NIGHT I THREE PART 
-T z 
I. 
a t tim I was h re 
my leg gall ped awa 
f their wn acc rd-
ach a dif£ ren t animal. 
II. 
Mint lea es like anemones 
waying and folding inward, 
a vodka aquarium in your hand. 
mpty tea-light, a make hift shot-gla 
III. 
I followed the trail of footprint 
in th roadside sand a path 
of evolution to your discarded 
tiletto , crossed so ladylike. 
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VIEW TO LIMERICK 
1 
Robert Evan 
Cy LI 
Th la t time I had ridden the bik wa in junior high. I wa half-
urpri d I hadn't be n a to I at that ag and had my nam Mik, 
t ncil d in big I tt r om where obvi u , b cau e I wa d finit ly 
y ung n ugh t b that tupid. H ll, I didn't en ha e calves th n, ju t 
bon and kin. I wrapp d m hand ar und th ld pIa tic grip on th 
handl bars, and felt th kin w ar awa on the am dg it had ar 
ag . I wa n t plea ed to b riding till bik again. p cially not then 
wh n I wa trying to pretend that Mike wa a r al, li c II g tud nt, 
wh ate ramen, carried ev rything in a laptop ca e, and walk d 
erywh r . 
I r ally didn't want to b that a hoI that whizze by eryon, 
m tly b cau e I didn't want to v r one to ee me a that gu . But I 
had to, and that' all there was to it. I wasn't going to walk t cla ,not 
with it b ing at I a t half a mil away fr m m room at b t (that wa 
Wedn day, thank to Roman rt, and a dick f an advi or) and a full 
mile away at w r t (damn you, tati tic I). Potential Temple Uni er ity 
fr shmen, take n t. Mak ure you kn w wh r our cla i b ing 
h ld b fore ou ign up for it. therwi e, ou'll I arn th fir t da of 
chool that your n xt cla i ight city blocks awa becau e T. . can't 
b bothered t buy building in ju t on n ighborhood. 
I suffer d through th fir t w ek. I had ju t bought a ne pair of 
running hoe, and c cled m second-newe t pair to th rol flipper 
(you ju t b nd th back in and lide in our £; ot), but all that walking 
mu t ha destro d the arch upport b cau I pull d om thing in ide 
m foot th n xt tim I went running. nd try a I might, none of m 
friend had an con tructi advic. I talk d about m £; t two dinner 
in a r wand all I got in r ponse wa "That' too bad," or a "Damn, 
that ucks." I hate platitud . 
M par nt wer a little kinder and D ad offered to bring m bike 
out to m . 
"Which on ?" I aid, aft r he made the of£ r. 
"The Trek," Dad r pond d. That a th wor t bike we had. I 
could make a b tt r bike b giving a toner a pil of metal and a few 
hours to dick around with it. 
"But it' got to be flat b now." 
" o? That's what pump are for.' 
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'CY eah, but is there any grease left? Or isn't the chain rusty by now? 
Or-" 
"Mike." 
''Why can't I have the Canondale?" 
"Because. It'll get broken, or it'll get stolen, or whatever, and then 
I'll be out a thousand or so dollars. I'll check the old one out for you, 
fIx whatever needs fIxing, and bring it out on Saturday with orne bike 
shorts. Three o'clock good for you?" 
"Uh h " ,yea ,sure. 
"Good," Dad said. "I'll see you on Saturday." 
That was not going to happen. However much of a weenie I may 
be, there was no way I was going to ride that bike, and especially not in 
bike shorts. No way. And besides, isn't college all about trying new 
things and changing how people see you? I thought about it awhile, 
and it may take a weekend and some funny looks on the subway, but I 
was going home to take my bike back with me. Without the bike 
shorts. 
I thought about it over the week, and in between moments of mad 
bravado and mind-numbing terror I convinced myself I was making the 
right decision. D ad had no idea what the right choice for me was, did 
he? I was the one on campus, I knew what things were like, and I knew 
that I needed the Canondale. 
That Friday, I hopped on the R5 West Trenton (making sure not to 
take the express. I got stuck in Fort Washington once!) and stepped off 
45 minutes later, only about two blocks from my house. It was early in 
the afternoon and nobody was home, so I could slip in, take the bike, 
leave a note explaining things so dad didn't freak out and call the cops, 
and get the hell out of there. The jangling of keys in my pocket frayed 
my already-stretched nerves. I walked slowly, consciously minimizing 
the noise I was making, afraid I would be spotted (Not sure by who, 
though). There was a car in the driveway, but mom and dad could have 
easily taken the subway to work. Everything was fine; there was nothing 
to worry about. Our laundry room has a ground level window that isn't 
locked, so I slipped in through there and made for the garage. 
''Who's there?" 
Shillt. I just about dropped something in the back of my jeans. It 
sounded like dad was still home. I sighed, and surrendered. 
"It's me, Dad." 
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''Why do you think you know better than me. " he pul d. 
"1 don't, Dad. 1 ju t wanted the anondal." 
"I'm not having thi argument with you 0 er and 0 er." 
ycling 
Thing kind of dev lved fr m there. We houted at each other £; r 
at I a t ten minute. Well, he houted, 1 mo tly ju t muttered back 
arca tic comments. He ha thi one ein (that 1 alway thought wa 
just ne f th e crow's feet you get in the corner of our eye ) that 
kept p pping up and down, a if each beat of hi heart pushed hi anger 
further and further out. 
1 was hoping 1 could grab the Canondale ince 1 wa already there, 
but no luck. Dad wa inflexible, and there wa n way 1 wa going to 
g t anything 1 wanted without making nice with him fir t. neaking 
h me to steal my bike wa not the way to get into hi good grace . 
inally, he calmed down enough to talk about how I wa getting 
h me. Without either bike, of cour e. 
" ,uh, could you gi e me a ride back?" I said. 
He ju t glared. 
1 tried not to show fear as 1 looked back. 
" o. You took the subway here, you can take it back." I didn't 
bother arguing further, and left. 
A year or two ago, when 1 was just getting intere ted in cycling, Dad 
did what I assume dad do verywhere when they ee their son taking 
an interest in their h bbie : he plurged. I'm not complaining, becau e 
I got a kick-ass bike out of it, but it just seemed like a quick transition 
from watching the Tour de rance on my iPod while I waited for 
everyone el e to finish th ir T' to te t-riding bike in the 
neighborhood behind the shop. 
Those bikes were amazing. I've never been much of an expert on 
anything (except maybe Tran former ) but I wa dearly in the realm of 
people who put a lot of mone and effort and time into making it easier 
to go really, reall fast on two wheel and a gear shifter. We picked out 
a matte-black anondale that wa mo tl made out of carbon-fiber, and 
while we were waiting for the bike mechanics to do their thing to it we 
got to ee the pro bikes. These were the ones my dad would nap up in 
a heartbeat if he had the di po able income, or if mom hadn't 
specificall told him he wasn't allowed to pend that much mone on 
him elf until he bought something imilarly expen i e for her (he 
a ked for a yacht, b the wa , putting thing in abe ance). Anyway, I 
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thought my bike wa light when I picked it up with two hand , but 
there wa omething vaguely ridiculou about the fact that I could easily 
hold a pr m del in each hand. It was like holding grapefruit. 
Then came the part I wa dreading. I needed a biking uniform. It 
wa n't 0 much that I didn't like the way bike hort and jer ey look, I 
was m tly ju t unwilling to let anyone else ee them on me. nd the 
unfortunate part about bike path i that they are very often public 
place . Dad didn't help, of cour e. He owns a good dozen, orne from 
urope (of the really big team) and love all of them. I accepted a 
jersey from him but drew the line at wearing his bike shorts. It wasn't 
going to happen. I wa not going t have people ee me in my dad' 
bike shorts. That would be about the same as walking around in my 
m m' bra. 
"What's wrong?" he asked. 
"Do I have to wear the shorts?" 
''Yes. Dnle you want to buy a heating pad, too." 
I caved in. om parts of the body should not be subjected to uch 
tre e, and as much as I enjoy lazing around, I try not to involve any 
pain in my lei ure activities. 
It wa n't too long before I got a chance to try out my new bike. We 
rode about twenty mile through a forest, and it was wonderful. Biking 
is so very much ab ut rhythm and pace that it practically forces your 
mind to ignore deep, complex thoughts, and focus on the feeling in 
your thigh a you sprint up a hill or in your calves as you pedal steadily 
over flat area. I knew why my dad liked this 0 much. It would be 
wrong to call it meditative, but it was certainly relaxing. 
The plan was to bike down a trail that would eventually cross a 
highway (over a foot bridge), turn around there, and come back. 
imple. Things were going fine up until we stopped at the highway. r 
rather, when we picked things back up. ee, remember when I said 
biking is about rhythm? Well, it' not that imple. When you learn to 
bike, you learn that your body ha a momentum, just like your bike. 
When you're lifting or doing push-up or using weight machine, it' all 
about how much power you can generate right then, right there, and 
you go until you quit. ven when you're running, you just keep your 
leg moving until you're done, and can't g any further. n a bike, it's 
totally different. ot nly doe it keep moving after you stop pedaling, 
but you can rai e and lower the re i tance too. This means that you can 
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bik n a tough g ar and p dal 1 w, r u a 1 W r g ar and p dal fa t 
and till g th arne p ed. All that matter i what rk for you. 
ry biker ha their wn uniqu mix of pedaling r luti n and gear 
tmg. 
Wh n yu find that gro and k p it, you'll be fm. ou c uld 
k p n biking in that gr until you hit a wall. inding that gr 
i what k p u focu d, and what gi thing the "m ditati e" vib 
I wa telling y u ab ut arli r. But ... when y u br ak that groo ,and 
br ak th xp ctati n built into ur ery b d ,it d n't work. 
Y ur b d , I mean. It ju t d n't accept th new p r p cti ou'v 
gi n it. Y u can pu hit, u can manag it, and you can e en change 
it, but that chang i th phy ical qui al nt f ha ing your mind 
c mpl t 1 bl wn, n th cal fa 12 hour paper-writing b nder. 
nyway, I wa ju t 1 arning ab ut fmding and 10 ing m gr on 
th c nd half f!hi trip wh n m dad look back at me. inc h' 
b n riding £ r d cad ,e ntiall, h ' 1 arn d a £ w trick and on of 
tho e trick i b ing abl to bik with n hand. riou ly. H d e n t 
ju t lift them ff th handl bar for a cond, h tak both hand ff 
th ntir goddamn bik and scratch hi h ad and drink hi ater 
and at hi nergy bar or what er 1 e he £ 1 lik doing. 0, h 
1 k back, c mpl t 1 in hi 1 m nt, and grin . 
to rid ,huh? H ware ou doing, Mike?" h 
" in !" 
"Ha ing m troubl ? Do 
h wa n't ju t looking at m . 
wheth r or not I was capabl . 
u want t top?" He wa grinning but 
H was e aluating mint ad, judging 
" 0." I pok in b tw n br ath . 'I'm fme." Pau e, breath. "H w 
far ha w gon ?" 
" b ut nt n mile ." He r sum d hi grip n th handlebar, 
but continu d th conver ati n with me. ''W 'r getting do to th 
car. How's th new bik ?" h an wered mo thly. 
" ood." Pau ,br ath. "F 1 light.' Pau ,br ath. " eed tap for 
th grip ." 
H laugh d. ''W could look for om in th garage. Wh)? e your 
hand slipping?" 
0." Pau ,br ath. ' " 
H glanc d back again. '~our houlder ar rocking back and forth. 
That'll happ n wh n you t tir d and tart to truggl .' 
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"No shit", I whispered. Still, tired as I was, I was in a fairly good 
mood. Riding on a secluded forest trail gave me a chance to get used to 
the bike and the (shiver) bike shorts, giving me plenty of opportunities 
to nearly crash my tightly-ensconced ass into the trees on the side. If 
appearing in public in these clothes was like signing up for two hour of 
water-boarding, then I could say I had survived the first ten minutes. 
We made it back to car pretty soon afterwards. I hopped off the 
bike and nearly fell over. Turns out there is actually a muscle on the 
outside of your leg that you normally don't use much, but bikers use it 
all the time. The kicker was, the only way to strengthen it was to go 
biking, and if you've never gone biking, it' weak. I walked my bike 
around to the back of the car feeling like I had a meter-long ruler 
strapped to each one of my thighs, with a couple of free weights thrown 
in for good measure. Dad, packing his bike, spoke while I sat on the 
bumper holding my lightly-used merchandise. 
"That was pretty good. Nice trail, huh?" 
''Yeah, Dad." 
"How are those legs feeling? Been awhile since you biked, right?" 
He reached over to pack my bike too. "The last time I remember was 
that autumn your brother left for college." He laughed at the story he 
was about to recount. ''You rode right into my leaf pile. Remember? 
Flipped right over the handlebars!" 
I pulled the obligatory polite laugh, saw his face, and thought the hell 
with it and giggled until we both were grinning like idiots. 
I felt good. It was that kind of feeling you get after a good workout, 
but it was also just nice to be out with my dad, sharing a moment. And 
then Dad broke the spell. 
"Next time, let's bike out to that college mom said you were 
in teres ted in." 
I was so very excited to have potential classmates see me not only 
with my dad but dressed up like a tool doing something that makes me 
look like a total prick. No. I could not wear those shorts around 
people whose respect I wanted. Of course, dad would be wearing them 
too, and ... well, that thought just doesn't bear thinking about. I might 
just have to tell mom I was interested in schools on the West Coast. 
"Uh ... yeah .. .let's see," I mumbled. 
Dad looked over at me again. He had already decided his opinion, 
and now he was waiting to see my reaction. He grunted as I shifted 
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nerv u 1 ,and 10 ke away. 
"1 gu we c uld alwa d thi trail again. I kn w a £ w ther in 
the at a, " 
''Yah, d finit 1." try, D ad. 1 10 y u, but tho e hort ar ju t 
t much." re they all in fore t ?" 
H laugh d. " pel ue ou'll ha e to 1 t omeon ee yOU, 
huh?" 
Damn. 
1 got u d to looking like an idiot, and I got u d to b ing en ill 
public with my dad. I g t u d to riding on a go d bike. nd we 
ev ntually did nd up visiting T mple ni er ity, except I managed to 
c nvinc dad t u e the car like a n rmal per on. I pointed out that 
h wing up w aty and gr and in bik hort (except that la t part) 
wa not the be twa to impr an admittanc board m mber. 
nd th n I tar ted ch 01 there, and it dro e all of this out of m 
mind. Tw w eks later, I'm in de perat need of a bike, and I gi e dad 
the "d perat tudent" call, except thi student is desperate for 
transportation, not for money. 
H ended up coming on unday. I called him back and asked him if 
h could do it then, since I was planning on doing thing on aturda. 
H pau d £ r a c nd; m heart topped and I th ught he wa going 
t tell m to uck it up, or he w uldn't bring the damn thing. Instead, 
he agreed without a fu ,and I hung up wondering what the hell kind 
of game h wa playing. 
That unda, he just dropped the Trek off, ga e me a hug, and then 
r ar d off. That wa fine with me, for the mo t part. I wa planning to 
go a mo i using one f th room with th big projector creen 
n campus that night, and having a bike meant I could move around 
campu at will. Mor importandy, it al 0 meant we wouldn't hay a 
repeat of the cene at home. 
aturday night, I r alized a couple of things. One: Drunk people 
tend to tick together in crowds, making it easier to a oid them. Two: 
Dad i right wa too much of th tim. 
I was weaving m way through taggering upperclas men someone 
stumbl d off the firm, teady arth and onto m. omehow, he 
knocked the chain off the gear . I manag d to keep m balance, but the 
lack of r sistanc on m pedal ent m madl pinning 1 gs flying a 
the re i tanc on th g at dropp d to nothing. I erved again; m 
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foot touched the ground, and collap ed onto the gras next to path I 
wa riding down. Of cour e, the other drunk thought this was 
uproariously funny, so I took my bike and walked it a hundred feet 
down away from them to a bench. I sat and tried not to nuffle for a 
minute. Finally, I checked myself over, but I wa n't bleeding 0 I 
moved on to the bike. 
It was garbage. I'm no mechanic, but the gear was hanging on the 
frame, and the old paint looked like it had been dragged through gra el. 
I dropped the bike and lumped down on the bench, stewing in 
thoughts of ramming my bike into the crowd of easily-amused drunk . 
Myas hurt. And I wa in no mood to watch a movie anymore. 
I realized that if dad were here, he probably would have made fun 
of me. "Having trouble on that bike again? h well! t lea t you can't 
blame it on my pile of leaves anymore!" I felt more homesick than 
embarrassed. I was wrong again, a usual, and that meant it was time 
for a gear change between me and my dad, because we were both 
struggling with the pace. 
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L'A U PAR uM TR 
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THE MOMENT I SAID IT 
Gobble them right back 
up like Skittle , the new word 
on his face-turned-page, 
backspace, white-out, strike out! 0, 
I didn't mean it. D on't go. 
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(when i get angry, 
the ugly ring ar und m knuckle carve 
into the wooden do r t my r m, 
and my ey bec me cracked mirr r , kaleido cope . 
i rip the r ot of m toe fr m th floor 
and eat away at th weds b hind my t ngue, 
and uck up th ali a that pool in my thr at.) 
th old r man fr m next door looked at me ye terday 
allie Ingram 
ToK w 
with red ey s an chapped lips as he returned from the ho pital. 
th cl ud white f hi glanc cl ar d and in an in tant 
tripp d to nly bl d and body. 
ut of focus and back in hi h us ,he dropp d 
t th kitch n floor and blankly gaz d into hi hand , 
the palms and wrist, the skin and ein. 
what wa gor and gut in th mpty shell 
of his hrinking fmger ? and he sunk 
into th bowl of hi body and obb d. 
(when i g t angry, 
m arm branch into wild waving until the break. 
but with a ca t, i can ach through winter re train d and calm.) 
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THE 2 D OF JULY 
All three of u are trapped in the concrete box, 0 we take the tair 
out. The air is a putrid slick and the teps wind me. othing new at this 
point, only got one lung that actually works. When we fmall cape 
from the parking garage, office building block everything I wanna ee. 
The air is muggy and buggy and I hate the city. t lea t, today I do. 
ven though it's 400 degrees out, I really don't wanna take off m 
jacket. I'm hiding things under here. 
I walk behind my parents out onto the sidewalk and deeper into the 
city, not caring to be seen. Motorist are idling in their idol to the right 
of us, and I swear tho e idolaters are giving me the tink eye. 
"So where do you want to go?" asks my dad when we reach th 
street corner. 'We've got a couple hour 'til the game." 
"It doesn't really matter, we don't need a plan, let' just keep 
walking," I say. 
My mom doesn't ay anything, a sign that ays he' fine with that 
idea. But I see from the sour look on her face that she'd rather have 
gone someplace el e today. Like to Amish country. 
Philadelphia is busy, even for a weekend. I should know, od 
knows I've been here enough times. The sky is orange and haz and the 
sun is just a blob splashed across it. We eros some street again t the 
lights, and fmally we come to something that look promising, an open 
park. Independence Hall and some other buildings. The park i 
surrounded on all sides by skyscrapers, financial institution I've never 
heard of but which obviously are important to somebod . There are 
really a lot of people walking around, but I just hrug it off a I drift off 
into to my own personalla-Ia land. I gue s that's what happens to your 
attention span after having eighteen years of TV injected into ou. h 
how I hate the TV, the inanity of it. Watch four hours everj day. 
Mom and Dad talk to each other for a little while. I tand there 
looking up in the sky for the sun. It's disappeared omehow. They 
decide that we should take a vi it to the inside of one of these buildings. 
I don't really care, I just came for dinner and a Phillies game. I didn't 
know we would be tourists. I gue s there are worse thing I could be 
doing. Like watching a TV show about a city. We walk down the red 
brick walkway that cuts acros the park and go into Independence Hall. 
I see that it's decorated pretty ob cenely, even by Colonial tourist-
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The 2nd of July 
a tracti n tandard. anner and ball on and r d, whit, and blu 
c r everything. he air-c nditi rung tern i br ken, and I £ 1 lik 
the del gat did in that w ltering umm r in that fat ful y ar of 1 6 
blah blah blah. Ben ranklin th n proce d to gi e me a whack 0 r th 
h ad with hi cane. It' 4th of Jul we k nd. h ow, hold on th r a 
rninut. h, thi i trang . I didn't feel anything ab ut c mpl t ly 
£ rg tring th 4th f July. I m an we e n t ok a 1 ng trip t m aunt' 
h u by the lake t rda £ r a patri tic celebration, and till, n 
Lib rty B 11' ringing in m head. I t' a little odd. 
Wand ring ar und b m par nt' id ,I try m b t to think about 
m thing that I kn w mean omething to me. I try out blatant 
ntim ntality in the memorie of all the good tim I had at that lake 
wh n I wa young. Like that tim I jump d in th fr zing water aft r 
we had just hik d through a fore t full of poi on i ,or th tim I tried 
to go jet skiing, didn't 1 t go wh n I fell down, and almo t drowned 
after being dragg d a hundr d £ et. till, n thing. It' a littl weird that 
I'm n t £ ling anything in thi plac and on thi da. tall. h uld I be 
worrying about thi ? 
riefl breaking thr ugh my daz , I r alize I'm not actually in 
Ind p nd nc Hall, but rather me newl built impo ter. I wi h I could 
pa att nrion mor . I can't eem to fmd the button to turn off the 
r runs in m had. Ma be that' wh I'm not £ eling m national pride. 
I'm not e en in th right building. mm but thi do look intere ting. 
I huffle 0 r toward a big p ster of Ben ranklin. Ma be I can 
fmd a wa to jump tart m patrioti m h reo It' filled with all kind of 
us ful information about his life that I forget fi e seconds after reading 
it. I'm int rrupted in m gu st for national pride when m mom informs 
u that she ha to g to the bathroom, e en though he ju t went an 
hour ago. I think m par nt are r gr sing to infantile tate. I predict 
that m dad will forgot wh re we parked our car. It hurt badly to ee 
th m lik thi. od crack hi knuckl and tart playing m p che lik 
a loph ne. 
w 'r waiting around for h r t get back, I walk back 0 er to the 
p t r to ee if I can ha e a con ration with Ben ranklin. 
"Hi Mr. ranklin." 
" h h Id n th r ,let m ju t fmi h having ex. ka done. What' 
up kiddo?" 
, hould I 10 e Am rica more?" 
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" houldyou?" 
"I gue ." 
''Well my on, try and work on that. An earl worm i worth two in 
the bush or whate er. Alright g tta go, a very nice Mademoi elle ha 
come to vi it. Happy July 2nd." 
"July 4th." 
"I kn w what I said." 
fter navigating through the throngs f A ian touri t and 
belligerent merchan . e vendor , we make it to the out ide again. M 
head i ringing and the only thing I can feel i the heat boiling me ali e. 
But I really can't take the jacket off. Too man car to hide. Th are 
not metaphor . We walk again t orne more light and pa t some ery 
sad looking carriage hors s until w finally reach the real Independ nc 
Hall. Mo t of it i roped off, and when we walk around the edge of th 
building to fmd an entranc in, an armed curity guard inform u that 
we n d to buy a tick t, and that all ticket ar old out. od Ble 
America. And away we go. 
More time to kill, more aimle s wand ring. M dad gr w up in thi 
city, but it sure doe n't em like it. We walk pa tome 
churches and again, I'm not feeling anything. Mayb if I ju t took a look 
in ide, I could find orne meaning in there. The front door i propped 
opened and I peek in while m parent keep walking. J e u hri t, I 
can't believe it. The tained glas and the hoI pew don't mak m £ I 
anything. I wond r if there' any m aning in this damn city at all. M 
parent hav topped b the traffic light and are waiting for m . There' 
omething in my mother's e e that sa he' proud of m int re t in the 
old church. But what I ee in my father' impatient bod languag 
remind me why we ha en't been to on in fifteen ear . Ju t a I lea e 
to catch up with m parent, I ee the G-man itting in th corn r ne t 
to the hoI wat r twirling a drum tick in hi hand. omething t 11 m 
he's getting read to increa e the beating. 
cro th street, we go into a gift shop with little Ben ranklin 
Bridge in th window ill. I don't e en bother looking for meaning in 
h re, but from the long lin it appear that ha n't topped other from 
wor hipping the mighty trinket. My thought drift ab end to th idea 
of jumping off the real B n Franklin Bridge, but it' ju t a blank track 
tuck on rep at in m head. It' been that wa inc a £ wear ago 
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wh n I w k up dr wrung in my wn bi od. gain, thi i no meta-
ph r. I at th r ch king n the bi od from my artery and b erv-
ing the 1 k f terr r in the fac f my parent , I realize li ing wa 
m thing I'd like to continue doing for a little while yet. I conjure 
up that memory f, r the thirtieth tim that day, I ee Big-Dadd hold-
ing his hand over hi mouth 0 that h doe n't srucker too loud. Laugh 
it up, y uba tard. 
All through thi ,m father keep bugging to bu m orne thing. 
"H w 'b ut a k y chain?" 
"H w 'b uta h t gla ?" 
" 
"H w 'bout a t- hUt?" 
I want to t II him to pI as ,ju t fucking stop it. It ju t pis es me off 
wh n he trie to do tho e thing. 0 I walk out of the shop empty-
hand d, feeling a tinge of guilt. M mom ha three more key chain to 
add to her collection though. How the hell did he find one of an 
Ami h buggy all the way out here? 
hod, th r . i nothing to do in Philadelphia. The only real enter-
tainm nt I can g t from b ing here i dodging traffic. Tho e idolater 
don't m too happy wh n I impede the progres of their tempI 
though. I wonder what makes all the idolater so angry. Maybe it's be-
cause they're tuck in Philadelphia. We continue walking down the ide-
walk and in an all way to m left, I ee a man curled up under his coat. 
I again try to ummon orne ort of entimentality, remembering the 
da t n y ar ago when my mom and me drove home after a night of 
heavy hopping and pa ed an old hobo holding the patheticall made 
sign "Will Work For F d." In the back eat among the pile of hop-
ping bag , I cri d for thirty minute traight, but did it 0 quietl he 
nev r kn w a thing. I feel omething roll through me thi time and for a 
brief moment, I'm tempted to go back and look for meaning under that 
crumpl d up jack t. 
We're topp d at another treet corner again. 
" 0- where'r we goin' now?" a k m) dad. 
, h I don't know," rep lie m mom. 
"Do ou want to get omething to eat?" 
''Well, I don't knO\i ." 
"Any plac in particular?" 
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"I'm not sure." 
"Bookbinders it i then." 
I know it's that Lanca ter buffet she is reall hoping for though. 
When we arrive at Bookbinder , the excitement never end . The 
front door is thrown wide open, but the maitre-d inform us that they're 
in between lunch and dinner. We'd have to wait another hour. The air 
conditioning feels 0 good that I could almost wait that long. Maybe if I 
could ju t peek in the kitchen, I could fmd the chef cooking up orne 
meaning. But we walk back outside in tead. It' 0 hot now that I could 
bake a loaf of bread in my jacket, which would actually be a good thing 
because I'm getting 0 hungry. But I won't take off thi jacket in public. 
So many scars, nobody should have to look at them. I'm out of breath 
again and getting hungrier and inexplicably ad, too. The otoriou 
G.O.D. is on a twenty minute drum solo. I used to be in uch great 
shape, but now I probably couldn't even get to the top of the Ben 
Franklin to jump off of it. 
And my dad is getting angry becau e we've been walking around 
Philadelphia for about an hour and haven't really done anything. I'm out 
of breath and hungry, and I see in the way my mom wince that her ar-
thritic joints are bothering her. We're all getting tired of fending off the 
multitudes of homeless veterans. I feel a pang of patriotism thinking 
about America's vast economic wealth. But I smother it with a pillow as 
fast as I can. I haven't found a shred of any meaning lying around here 
yet, and I'm beginning to seriously panic. I don't even know how I've 
gotten to this point. I gue they really didn't cure it after all. It's still 
eating away a part of me. 
All the way on the other side of Center City, we fmd what on the 
outside appears to be a very good re taurant. The brick building is low 
and stately. The "First Restaurant in Philadelphia" it proudly and loudl 
proclaims on the front door. Two very large American flags adorn the 
sides of the entrance. Sounds interesting; a good meal u ually makes me 
feel better. I think it' the simple pleasure in life that allow you to keep 
your fingernails dug in the concrete ledge of the 95 th story a little longer. 
As we walk in, there i nothing but an empty hallway in front of u until 
a lady in full colonial co tume comes out of the wall to greet us . he 
grabs three menu and takes us to our table in a room to our left. The 
place i empty, except for one lonely-looking bachelor in the corner. As 
we sit down, he eyes me in a way that makes me think of the idolaters. 
Behind him, there is a fire burning for some reason and all the 
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furmtur i mad f wo d. In ipid harp ich rd mu ic c m bouncing 
in acr the hin d £1 or from a ro m acr fr m u. large 
party f peopl walk in n t 1 ng aft r we d and th playing g tali 
] ud rand li li r. The m 11 farm hand gourm t food impr gnate 
th humidi f th r m. 
lipping thr ugh m pamphlet I grabbed on th way in, I try m T 
b t to .6 cu my attention. ut it' getting hard r. I d 1 arn am 
thing ab ut thi plac th ugh, lik that th room wh r w 'r Ittlng in 
i th map r m. Il k up, and in a urpri pI t twi t, I e that th 
r m 1 cered in c 1 mal-era map. I al a learn that the owner and 
x cut! ch f of thi en rated merican in tituti n ha utterl pro ti-
tut d him If with merchandi ing. I think th r ' a Ie on in th re am -
pint in th da, ur Lord and am r ha thrown awa the 
drum ticks, and with a hundred of hi m t tru ted aint, ha begun 
ri r-dancing all a er my p ch. It' a h t, I can't tak it an more. I' e 
en b gun arching for m aning und r th dinn r-war. nd the 
m nu 1 full f animal I won't at. Little lamb and rabbit and bab 
cal nd then d hi print m ear "But what make pig and 
chick n and cow kay tat?" 
, uck you, adi t!" 
I rd r fr mary unhapp wait r in full colomal- ra dre the 
p pp r p t oup fir t, artha Wa hington' wn recipe, and a morall 
acceptabl 1 b t r p t-pi . H bring it out pretty quickl . It' in ant 
auth ntic pewter dish and when I finall slurp into it, it' a pic, 
h at h t from m ball . I ju t can't tak thi an more, but I eat it 
all. H tak it awa and bring ut m lobst r pot-pie in rec rd tim . 
It' d lici u , but I d n't car; r ju t want to br athe fre h air again, 
ju t n d t . I can ta te m hatr d for thi city for all citi ,baked into 
th oft and buttery cru t. But no m aning. In th auc I ee th evil of 
TV and car and patriot floating ar undo But n meaning. Wh don't I 
care about m rica and ry ther c untry on thi planet? Wh don't 
th m an an thing t me? I don't kn ,but I hate this lob ter pie, a 
cr am and d liciou. nd I'm ick of ating th r living thing too. 
I'm ick of h at and lettuc and apple and co . I'm ick of egetari-
an and carm or and para ite . But rna t of all I'm ick of au ad. 
r ee au up there n) our back, laughing our a off, tear coming out 
of our 'ou'll get) our ,a hal" r ju t anna cream out loud 
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but a I look down again, I ee on my fork a chunk of the tender cancer 
they cut out of me a a boy and the hit i cared out of me. I drop the piece 
on my lap and jump up from the burn on my knee. yellow tain pread 
around the crotch of God' Levis a my heart make ready to de our it elf. 
Until I find meaning at last. Right there in front of me the whole time. How 
could I have missed it? 
"Lawrence are you okay?" a ks my mom with concern. 
"I'm okay," I ay, slowly itting back down again. he' the onl one 
that ever calls me that. 
"Just burned myself a little." 
Right there it is, been there for eighteen years. In the face of m par-
ents. True concern etched into th ir graying feature. It' love. omething I 
didn't think till existed. omething real that no country or city or brand-
name could ever touch. omething with no arbitrary line or towering fa-
cades or manipulating jingles could ever take the place of. dam burst and 
a deluge washe away God. Right there the whole time, the meaning of it 
all. Something real. For the [ust time in my life, my daze i utterly hattered, 
and in thi new clarity, I ee them not as my parents, but as real peopl , 
people who are stuck on thi rock just like me, people who are doing the 
best they can for one another, the best they can to keep their head above 
water in thi flood of meaningless tragedy. I reach for the zipper of my 
jacket and pull it down slowly, savoring each burst of cool swirling around 
me, swirling around the car that everyone can now see. But only the peo-
ple sitting next to me know how they got there. 
As I sit at home on my couch after the day ha ended, God has yet 
to get his. For some reason I think of what ietzsche once aid. ''What 
doesn't kill you makes you stronger." I feel inclined to disagree with the 
fucking idiot. The Phillies 10 t their game, waiting till the last inning to do it 
of course. But that doesn't matter to me anymore. I was happy to share the 
10 with the two people sitting to the side of me. I finally feel cool now, 
like a lover after his work is done. I scratch an itch on my leg and open up a 
brightly colored bag, taking the lives of some salted-potatoe. I left my 
jacket in the car, and a wicked draft is circulating around the living-room. 
Goose bumps rai e up on my arms as I reach for another victim. I try the 
best that I can to ignore the coldness. 
The channel changer is lying right next to me, and the temptation is 
tangible. I feel a junky's urge to flip to the channel where I can watch high-
lights of the game I ju t aw an hour ago. But a I finger the scars cris -
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cr ing my che t, and fmd I am able t re i t. I get up off the c uch and 
il ntly dig in the back f the hallwa d et for m ld painting upplie , 
gr a fr m th chips mearing e erywhere . Ha en't u e m in ten year ; 
can't b lieve my mom ha n't thrown 'em out et. I think tomorrow I'll paint 
a pic r of Philad lphia I can ee it again once more. r ma be I'll ju t 
pick up p ncil and paper and write a tory about the city. ither wa ,I think 
I might be abl t find meaning in ther at la t, meaning that I m elf can 
cr ate. But n t t night. The I ud n re f my dad up tair are like a lullaby 
t me and it make my c n ciou ne drift awa . I quietl do e the queaky 
d rand trudg up th tair t my r m, leaving my trea ure behind in the 
cl t. D P down in the metaphor cutting acros m heart, a ingle flower 
take d. But now i not th tim for it to bloom. ow it i time to re t. 
Tomorrow th xulted n will wim back up river with a new bag of 
tricks for me. Thi time, I want to b ready. 
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A THREE-PART STUDY IN MUSICAL 
RELATIONS 
Pr face) or a Brief 
I 1 v to write li t . f rderl thought it' 
difficult to top. pace on m all 0 I can tick 
the e note om wh r I won't forg t and 10 e th m. nd ach ') ar 
th y accumulate, dangling from the white pIa t r lik 1 a on a tre 
drawn b Dr. eu , erving a ome kind of D diar) of m li£. 
They flutt r b ide my e k, reminding m of thing d ne and thing 
that need doing. nd onc a ear, I tak th m all do n and tart fr h. 
ot b cau e of ome d ire to m e on with lif and tart an but 
b cau e at ome point people begin to worry about our m ntal h alth 
when the onI thing hanging in our room ar tick note. 
The e li t fall into two categorie - the practical and the 1 o. 
Ther are not dictating what chore I need to acc mpli h, to h m I 
n d to write thank-you note, what b ok I need to remember to 
b rrow from the library next time I'm th r . The ar th practical 
one . Then th re are the one that detail li t of pe pIe who look like 
m , records I would like to get on vin 1 and thing that I think I might 
be allergic to but ha e no proof of. Th e are Ie practical, but equall 
important. 
Part ne) The Li t B gin 
I' e writt n an impracticalli t of mu ic that remind m 
know. Thi came about after redi co ering a compilation 
be t friend ga e me before h left for coli g . Ther 
there that had alwa reminded me of her but for n 
f P pI I 
D that m 
a mu IC on 
di cernabl 
rea on; I ju t a umed it contained h r e ence r om dilno- along 
tho line. Though I a di app inted to find that thi ant th 
ca it wa till pI a ing to ha ear a on to attribut th ong to h r. 
I flipp d through th track I ond red what oth r mu ic I a crib d 
to people I knew. 
ow, I mu t note h re, that a a g n ral rul ju t ab ut all f th 
mu ic in m library r mind me f omeone or mething I think thi 
i the ca for e ryon. 0 for the ak of not having t catalog 0 r 
2000 ng I, I mad th deci ion to narro the field b creating alit f 
3 
nl n g nr f per n . 
M n. 
r m r p cificali , m n h I had b n in 1 ith at m 
p int2. Thi r quir d alit fit wn b D rIc ul b gin my riginal 
nd a r. If u ha ne r taken t ck f th p pI Y u ha 10 d 
10 ur lit ,b pr pared for an dd xp ri nc . Li ting th m in g neral 
t rm i n thing but writing th ir nam n xt to on anoth r on a 
pag i a difD r nt xp ri nc entirel . I t feel wrong, a though th y 
hould not b plac d n ar ach oth r. hris, J 0 h nton, Al x· I felt 
girli h c mmitting th m t pap r, lik I wa playing a gam f middl 
ch 1 3. But th r I had it, the nam neatly line up in a 
di turbing littl r w, waiting t b match d with th ng in my 
c llecti n. Th y tar d back at m , c ntain d n the imaginary white 
pa e f a w rd d cum nt, judging me, waiting t b matched with 
m thing th r than m . 
Part B, Th 
7 th grad bo fri nd, 
hri. uali it' a 50/50 chance that he will arn am ntion wh n I am 
fore d to d tail m romantic ntur to inquiring parti , inc what 
w had c uld bar ly be qualifi d a a real relation hip. W held hand I 
w r hi P p-Warn r £ tball j r n th Frida bet r gam and 
he wrote me loye notes that were then stuffed into my locker - that wa 
th xt nt f u dating. Th onl ong that cam to mind h n I 
thought of him is quit p ibl the mo t detrimental to m mu ical 
r putati n4. It wa th fu tong pIa ed at my fir t middl cho 1 dance; 
Pinch M » b th Bar nak d Ladie . I will n er b abl t li tnt it 
with ut being drawn back to th m ment wh n I to d al ne at the 
c rn r f th m tl mpty dance fl r, dr d in a n w kirt and t p 
waiting for om thin . Later that night, I dane d in low circle with a 
boy for th first tim. hri ging rl put hi hand on m) wai t and I 
und r tood ju t ho nic it £ It to be clo e to om one. r e been trying 
to cop that r sine 5. 
The n t nam t app ar b long d t my hi h chool cru h, J h. 
H wa a theat r n rd a year ah ad of m in high cho 1 with a crawny 
ph iqu a dry it, and a full beard by th ag of fourt en. or three 
ar I li t n d t 'Do You R aliz ?' by the Flaming Lip hoping that 
omeda he would r aliz that \' ewer m ant to be more than ju t 
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friend. ventually I realized that this wa a foolish hope since we had 
nothing in common. At the time, the ong made me think of how self-
deprecating he wa and how different thing would be if only he knew 
that he had "the most beautiful eyes." Looking back, the song now 
reminds me of how simple and blind my love for him wa . The 
repeated lyrics, the stupidly simple lines all added up to paint a picture 
of a love that came without any deeper emotion. fter he graduated, I 
wrote him confessing the fact that all through chool I had harbored 
these feelings for him. As it turned out, three days before I wrote he 
started dating someone at college who it now appears he might marry. 
Signs like that almost makes one believe in fate. 
Anton came next. Our relationship was probably the mo t volatile 
and short lived of them all. We met through happen tance and tried 
dating one another from opposite sides of the state for two months. It 
didn't really pan out, since I didn't have a car and he didn't have a 
license or the motivation to come visit me. The night he dumped me, I 
listened to "Everything I Try to Do, Nothing Seem to Turn Out 
Right" by The Decemberists on repeat as my mother drove me home. 
The entire song seemed to be about me and him. We recklessly 
madeout in movie theatres and coffee shops around Burlington, then he 
dumped me and left me to await my ride out ide in a February drizzle 
like the poor hero of the song. Both my memories of him and the tone 
of the ong are tainted with a hint of sadness and resignation. olin 
Meloy plaintively sings in the fmalline "I gue s I always knew it'd end 
this way." And really, so did 1. 0 sixteen year old boy with reasonably 
attractive features will wait around for a bi-weekly date with a gir16. We 
were doomed from the start and some part of me knew it. So, with "a 
wink and a wave" he hopped in a cab while I watched the taxi lights 
distantly fade. nd just like Mr. Meloy, I always knew it was going to 
end that way. 
Lastly there was Alex. He stands alone as the only reaF and mature 
relationship I have had. We dated for seven months, three of which 
were a summer spent with 1600 miles between us. We lived on opposite 
sides of the ast Coast, a distance that as Mr. Ben Gibbard put it 
"seemed further than ever before." That season, I went back to playing 
favorite albums as a way to distract myself from missing the person I 
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I d. Transatlanticism by D ath ab r utie retain d a ffil-
p rmanent plac in my ter a and I li tened t the inger wail out th 
w rd "I n d you much do er" a I c unted d wn th day until I 
c uid se x again. In the nd, I think it wa the di tance that 
eparated u. at any phy ical barri r8, but omething much bigg r 
than that. Th ugh we m d t campI m nt one an ther, it entuall 
b cam appar nt that ur live w r m ant t m in different 
directi n . d e erything ab ut th ng to k n a new meaning. 
uring ur tim apart, all I want d wa £ rut be d r in t rm of 
mil . Y t in ur time t g th r what we needed wa to be do er in 
term f e erything 1 . And though we could ha e changed for on 
an th r, n ither of u did. all it tubbornne ,call it habit, or call it 
taying tru to our If, in the end it meant that we broke up for no 
rea n other than it ming like th thing to do. nd sam tim that' 
rea on enough. 
Part IlL 
done, I pIa ed the e ong, one after another, 
and tried to ee s mart of conn cti n betw en th m. If ther wa a 
thr ad, it wa n't one I c uld find; n t in the mu ic, not in th people. 
Th four tand apart in tim and in pac, with littl r a on for an 
n t kn w an ther. The mu ic come from different arti t at 
dif£ r nt tim in dif£ r nt g nr 9 and th r ar anI two thing that I 
can binding the m n in an fa man. Th fir t being that th '11 all 
probabl b jobles wh n th g t don with schoollO. Th econd 
being me. 
I initiall c mpil d thi li t out of curio ity; I wanted to ee if 
th P opl and mu ic that ha influ nced m life worked tog ther lik 
orne art of co mic pIa li t. nd rna b the d , but a far a I can ee 
thi mix i in s riou ne d of orne reworking. Th r are no bridge 
ongs that tie the big mom nt tog th rand th re's no flow to keep the 
mood going. Ma b what I reall ne d to do i not focu on on aspect 
of m life but man . Ma b narr wing the li t to ju t men forc d me to 
eliminate sam ntial tracks, becau e after all, ther' a lot more to 
m life than ju t a handful of gu who thought I wa worth their time. 
I think that' th trouble with li t-making am time : ) au get a 
focu d on the obviou it m t write down, ) au can forget that the 
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world i n't made up of categories and numbered lines. 
1 nd I would catalog every single one; that' the beauty and the cur e 
of being 0 damn compul ive. 
2 Don't ask me why I picked men out of all of the possible group of 
people that I know. The only answer I have i that they are a relativel 
small and finite group. This make it ea y for me to make note all of 
them, even if it is a little ad to ee ju t how hort that list is. 
3 For those of you not a female born between 1985-1995, MA H is a 
fortune telling game in which a list of desirable homes, husbands, cars, 
ect are generated. Then a number is elected and these item are 
systematically crossed off, leaving one in each category. This is your 
indisputable future. r at least until you pick a number that renders a 
desirable outcome. 
4 My reputation being one of someone who loves bad rap and The 
D ecemberists. So really, there's not much of a reputation to be ruined. 
5 With varying degrees of success 
6 Unless she's one of those girls, which I never was nor do I think I am 
ever capable of being. 
7 Real referring to the fact that we actually did things that most couples 
do, as opposed to the contrived or misguided attempts at having a 
boyfriend that came before. 
8 That was never really an issue, other than being a pain in the ass. 
9 A possible exception being The D ecemberi ts and Death Cab or 
Cutie, though I feel they repre ent very different aspects of the 
Northwestern indie rock cene in the early 2000's. But that' not what 
this essay is about. 
lOAn arti t, a philosopher, a loafer, an activist - what else would you 
expect of them? 
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I WILL N V R KIP KIP KI 
I'll tell you what I'm not doing thi ugu t 
I'm n t g ing t ee Les Miserables 
I'm n t g ing t Bruc pring teen 
R 
I'm n t g ing t Main t e th ri ing un n adillac £ untain 
t 4:30 in the m rning, watching the gleam burn away 
h a of mi t and £ g co ring th oc an water 
Making i land into mountaintop 
I'm n t g ing to writ immortalliteratur 
r en forg ttabl p try 
catt r h t, n - h t, n hot 
I'm n t g ing t fall in 1 v with e ery pr tty girl I e 
en th ugh I will fall in 1 e with ry pretty girl I' e e n 
I'm n t g ing t hake I en Watanabe' hand 
'au I get th impre i n he' pr bably a dick 
I'm ur he' n t 
H ' pr bably a human a a human g t 
But I'm not going to Japan for him, or anyone 1 e 
I will ho ev r write p m that ar hardl p em 
icti n that i mo d factual 
I will pull an . c tt itzg rald and drink m elf half to death 
But I'll pa on th tub rcul i 
Th r will b me age ent in botde ,acro auwa e 
cros soundwav 
cro s stat -barriers, freewa ,highwa expres way 
egwa 
I will burn in th un like an ant und r a magnifying gla 
Pr sumabl th r will b 1 s combu tion, but ou n r can tell 
There will be ne-armed bandit and amurai 
To ing tick and throwing kni at one anoth r 
nd one will b blind, th oth r ',; ill b mentall -challenged 
nd it ill be gloriou in it ab urdit) 
nd it hall mark th nd of an pic journe 
n end to ery journ r de med epic 
That' ju t pompou, 0 eliminat that lin 
rom your mind, from m) mind, from this page 
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I Will Never Skipskipskip a Rock 
From the digital molecular matter that will eventually form all-knowing 
Supercomputer bastards, Godless, fatherless, soulle s 
They will have no appreciation for blues, or The Blues Brother 
And this won't be immortal, or amoral, or memorable 
At least most of it 
It will be effervescent 
You've probably already forgotten how it began 
I know I have 
But isn't it beautiful how we got here? 
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AMWAY MA 
I realiz d n day in th middl f th 40-minute dri e my family 
took m n thly to e my grandparent that the i it wer b c ming 
increa ingly mor unc m£ rtable. en f dau trophobia and 
d pair de cend d n th car the do r we g t to th ir hou e, and we 
wer acting out a rt of urreal Lord of the Rings-e que mi ion to 
M unt Doom, bizarr llum- haped guilt for n t vi iting ooner 
cha ing us onward. 110 ked ver at my little br ther, wh arm were 
cro d in front f him and wh e face was contorted into a p ut an 
ix-year-old would have nvied. R ,by this time, wa e ente nand 
ix-£ t-two, no longer a scrawny blonde kid with a buzz cut. 
"Do w really hav to go?" 
My mother igh d befor an wering with a weary 'eye, we do." 
My father chuckled at s mething n PR, then continued m 
broth r' line of que tioning without kipping a beat. "Axe ou ure? I 
didn't bring an ocks. I don't think that our father willI t me in the 
hou e for fear of foot oils on the carpet." He and Ros collap ed into 
giggl s while my mother rolled her e e and told th m to beha e 
them el or else, th hanging threat of 'I won't cook for ou thi we k' 
filling th spaces between her word. I just looked out the window. 
We had be n drafted to help in tall an air-conditioning unit for th m 
after lunch, and no one wa quite keen on the idea of hard manual labor 
under the au picious gaze of my grandfather. 
The trip hadn't alwa been this filled with looming dread. I had 
many fond memori of going to the grandparents' hou e on Christmas 
Ev, filled with the vibrating, explo ive excitement of a kid on 
Christmas. Being proud w de-de cendant , the night wa filled with 
the food of our heritage: the bland horror that was potato ausage, 
wedi h meatball drowning in a lake of liquid fat and pork dripping, 
the overbearing tench of ludvisk, and fruit in punch-fla ored Jello. M 
grandmother wa from the Midwest, and orne thing just stuck. 
A mall gathering was all that we e er had- my grandparent, an 
aunt or two, and my parent, brother and 1. I alwa s thought that wa 
how Chri tma wa uppo ed to be pent: a warm hug of an e ening 
filled with present and food that didn't nece aril ha e to be good but 
wa pecial b Chri tmas a ociation, and I ne er took for granted the 
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intimate and quiet etting. 
When I got older, I did begin to notice a difference between the 
Christma e of my classmate and my own. Their celebration were 
giant migrations of family members, both welcome and not, converging 
on a single house: eating, drinking, and exposing the delighted younger 
generation to a rainbow of questionable behaviors. The pro pect of my 
Christmas not being the rule but rather the exception was as alien to me 
a the idea of not knowing how many cousins one had. (even on a 
good day, when you didn't include pets or my uncles, who delighted in 
blowing things up far too much to be considered actual adult.) It wa 
around that time when I realized that my grandfather came up a lot 
more often in conversation that had ominous tone by my parents- the 
kind that were most often used when I told them that Ro had broken 
omething. 
I had always known Grampie Mac was eccentric. He would go out 
of his way to pick up change on the street, even if said change was 
under a bench. Or under someone's shoe. He would tart 
conversations with any person that met his eyes: on the street, at the 
grocery store, in church. I remember an ill-fated trip for ice cream 
where he carried on a rather one sided conversation with a tranger' 
five-year-old girl for an eternity, while I squirmed under the stare of the 
disapproving father who radiated hostility like a small sun. I didn't 
know what the word "pedophile" meant at the time, or even that such 
people existed, but I could feel the filthy condemnation in the man's 
stare. When we left, Gramps smiled and waved goodbye at the little 
girl. I didn't meet her father's eyes. 
"I just love talking to people," he said after we were back in the car. 
''¥ eah, me too," I replied. 
Grampie Mac lived in the past, where everything wa bubblegum 
and pop songs, where the kids could playa good game of kick the can 
in the front yard and never had to worry about making it back home in 
time for dinner, where starched shirts and ties and an hone t day's work 
were all that one needed in order to be successful. 
When my mother was young, back in the day, he was a salesman of 
the Willy Loman strain. The company he worked for, Amway, was only 
a couple hardly-legal steps above a Ponzi scheme. The job required 
Gramps to sell trinkets and irons and other household items to the 
supposedly willing public, while simultaneously fmding and employing 
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n wale man. r ach adclitional al r al man or illV t r he 
f, und, h g t a rc ntag. It c uldn't fail. M ' m th r t m mb r 
1 ng night f trang r c ruing t th h u f, r a fr m al c k d by 
m grandm th r whil ramp w uld pr ach at th m, B 
man! Tak c ntr 1 f ur lif, ." which in itably would turn int 
"Whadd a' m an 'h w d u mak a profit?' I ju t t Id yuh w!" 
wa n't that ucc ful at hi j b. Y t h c ntinued t attack th 
j b lik a hark cha ing chum, exp cting orne thing m r ub tantial, 
whil hi famil' a ing dwindl d and th porti n at dinn r gr 
mall r an mall r. M grandm th r f, und a job in B ton t mak 
nd m t whil m m th rand h r i tet w r in ch I and n r 
c mplain d a h c ntinued to mil and pitch hi idea to rand m 
trang r he w uld meet on th MBT . matt r how much the 
w r in d bt r h w thin th had to pread th ir m n ,h n r nc 
consider d a new j b. lik d th ne h had, and he had een hi 
c nt mp rari mak g n y through th c mpan , and that wa 
all th m ti ati n h n n complaint r qu ti n Oth rwi e 
w re n t c ndon d. 
I ne er r alized how much of an ffect hi p r onality had on 
p pI until th da I xp ri nc d it m elf. I wa ele en Ro wa ten. 
H c rn r d u in th ba m nt f hi mall w Hamp hit h u and 
talk d at u ab ut c mpound inter t and the m rtgage market-
compl t with vi ual cu fr m hi D ll- [, r thr h urs. M br th r 
nl got tw and a half h ur of the tortur ,a he wa bra n ugh to 
pull the "1' -got-t -g -t -th -bathro m" trick b for I wa ,th elfi h 
j rk, h g t to hide ther with ne of th e computerized poker 
gam and hri tian ne magazine until our grandmother call d u all 
up f, r clinn r. During that aft rno n, I remember Gramp b ing 
alm t [, v r d in hi de it for me to learn om thing erything from 
him. rom th mall t d cimal point to the large t th ory- h dumped 
hi knowl dg f th ubj ct into m poor una uming brain, lik a 
dump truck mp ing garbag into a landfill. fter I merg d from the 
ba m nt, blinking racc n-like again t th uddenl bright ra of the 
un, h mil d at m and aid, 'Thank ou for li t ning- I ju t ha e 0 
much I want to tach u b cau ) ou kno 110 e ou.' 
n th dri home R and I explicitl detailed th incident for 
our par nt , r ling in the fact that it mad Mom and D ad laugh deep 
b ll ' haking laugh ,th kind that th ) onl a d for the reall) funn 
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jokes. fter the hilarity ended, they tarted talking about how Grampie 
Mac's behavior had made him an outca t from a great majority of our 
relatives. Such an idea was completely foreign to me. I had always 
been told that I would always be loved and accepted by my family no 
matter what I did, and I had been so sure that the same rule would 
extend to everyone. 
The more that I thought about it, the more it made sense. All the 
stories of Grampie telling my aunt' Floridian family that boyfriend of 
their daughter wasn't to be trusted because he was Puerto-Rican, of him 
buying proof sets from the government and advising his friends to do 
the same regardle s of the downturn of the economy, of him cornering 
another lost soul at the post office to pontificate to them about politics 
or religion or whatever else he wanted to lecture about at the moment 
because if it was important to him, damnit, then everyone should care 
about what he had to say on the subject. All the stories clicked together 
like a scavenger hunt jigsaw puzzle, revealing a picture that didn't look 
anything like the picture on the box. 
"Miserable .O.B .. . " Dad would say, out of hearing of my mother 
and grandmother. Being the closest son-in-law, (.My aunt's family lived 
in Florida - distance for the most part made their relationship better.) 
Dad was often on the receiving end of Gramps' top-dog syndrome, 0 I 
supposed the resentment was deserved. Grampie had never quite given 
up the idea that he was successful, and coupled with the fact that he 
was older and by definition wiser, he considered himself in charge at all 
times. He had opinions about everything, whether he knew what he 
was talking about or not. Constantly ordered around, lectured at, 
condescended, my father had to put up with a lot when my grandfather 
was around. I had a faint memory of Gramp asking if my dad had ever 
heard about Amway, but that was only once and a long time ago. They 
don't talk about it. 
We arrived at their house at 12:30 that afternoon-half an hour late. 
We ate lunch and waited until Gramps decided to take a nap before 
starting to put in the AC unit. We had almost finished the job when 
Gramps woke up from his nap and appeared at the doorway of the 
enclosed back porch. 
''What're you doing? Let me see if you're doing it right." 
My father, sweating under the hot ew Hampshire heat and 
humidity shot a pleading look at my mother before saying to my 
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grandfather, (CJohn, we're fine. tay ther , the kid and I ar almo t 
d ne." By thi time, ramp had already c me nt th porch an wa 
pu hing m out f the way. 
(CLet m ju t take a look ... " 
(C 0, John." y father said fIrml ,moti ning to me with hi head 
to take my place back. 
"Li t n, Bill, I under tand that you think you're doing e erything 
right, and I'm sure you are, but if y u ju t let me ... " H reached out 
and tarted t in pect the air conditioning unit, which wa at thi pint 
half in and half ut f the window, the on! thing eparating it from the 
relative afety of the window and a freefal! of twenty feet were my 
br th r' white-knuckled fIngers. 
"J ohn, we're fine. You can in p ct it after we're done." 
"Here's the problem, it has to fit on the ill Ie el, like this." H e 
tar ted trying to push Ros out of the way, at which point m father 
slapp d his hand away like he wa a child. Gramp ' face turned 
ap pI cric with rag . 
"Li ten to m ,damnit!" Th r wa a moment of hocked silence in 
th hou e. 
" ,J hn." My father aid quietly, taking Ro 's place and lipping 
the unit in it proper place in the window. My grandmother bur t into 
t ar . Gramp huffed back into the hous to lie down, his frngers 
twitching and his breath ragged, his face still red. I exchanged a worried 
look with Ross, who returned the same look with a shrug. We left oon 
after that, and no one mentioned the incident again. 
What maggoted h Ie in my heart wa that Gramp wa n't the mean 
-hearted terror hi action made him out to be. He wa ob tinate to the 
pint of hair-pulling oblivion, penny-pinching, mi erly, with a temper 
and a tendency t be exi t and utterly impo ible to work with, though 
at the core of his being, he wa a pious and kind per on. He wa a man 
who ne er gave up on an idea, a man who was willing to do anything in 
order to achi ve hi dream, a man who never let anything get in the 
way of something he wanted. He worked hard every day of his life, and 
continued that tr nd into hi retirement, re toring and selling a triple-
occupant house, tra eling the length and width of Cape Cod elling his 
artistic rendering of Bo ton Harbor and the Cape urrounding it, 
teaching himself how to u e a computer e en though he was one of 
tho e tragic per on that will never actual! gra p the concept of 
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'computing.' With every new experience, every new j b or idea, he 
wholeheartecll threw him elf into the mid t of it, and without regret or 
econd thought of any kind. There wa thought and rationale behind 
every act of madn 
nd knowing that made watching hi lide into enility and 
ene cence even more terrible to watch. 
It wa the littl thing flr t, like having to run through th name of 
both daughter and hi wife before remembering what mine wa. Hi 
udoku puzzle were grids of failure, la er of ink and whiteout neatl 
mountaining in between the line . He wa conflned to the ground floor 
of hi hou with a trict order of 'no tair' after he black d ut fr m a 
blood thinner imbalance. He had u move th entire content of hi 
basement offlce to the extra bedroom on the left. When hi e eight 
started getting wor e a a complication from hi diabete, he got a 
bigger, fancier computer creen and had the Geek quad gu magnify 
the icons. When he wa diagno ed with quamou c 11 kin cane r th 
econd time he follow d e ery protocol a ign d to him to th lett r 
and when he had a growth the size of a golf ball remo ed from hi 
cheek, he miled and made the nur e laugh a the gingerl mo ed 
around his IV sand titches. He wa If-con ciou about th car th 
urgery left behind. He feared that it would care people wh n he 
wanted to talk to them. 
He was till himself, mo tly. I could ee the glint in his e e a he 
swam against the riptide of old age in hi mind. E ery da that pa ed 
howed him something else that he couldn't do anymore. He tried to 
paint only to fmd that if he at leaned over the sloped drawing board 
like he used to he would turn red and ha e trouble breathing. He read 
voraciou ly, highlighting everything he thought wa important until th 
page were drenched in fluore cent yellows and orange, but h 
couldn't remember what he read. When I aw him la t, he had taken up 
learning panish. He went to a teacher uppl tore in Bo ton and 
bought fla heard, beginner's guide and children' book in pani h. 
It wa overkill to the extreme but enough to ati fy hi de ire for 
knowledge. His accent wa terrible, the onl word he knew" eiiorita' 
and "bueno," but the ear melted off hi face when I taught him how 
to a hello and goodb e. 
He' a tragic man. When we talk, I can ee hi fm tration in hi 
face, hi po ture, leaking an dancing out of hi wi P hair follicle . He 
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kn w all hi tr atm nt ar ju t delaying the in itabl - ther ar not 
n ugh urg rie in th world to mak hi tir d ight:y- ight-year-old 
b y w rk pr p rly again. Hi mind i a rn ty bucket fill d with hoI , 
and he kn w it. I ee e ry xpr ion he fe I waltz acr hi fac, 
happin and adne ,frn tration, confu ion, jo . Wh n mo t pe pI 
1 ok at m grandfath r, the e a lfi h, d gg dly ind P nd nt an 
und niabl frn tracing x- mwa man, t tubb rn to gi up and ill 
alr ad . H kn01JJS and ace pt that, and pr mptl continu acting the 
am wa h alwa ha, giving ad ic wh r it i n t warranted talking 
t pIe who d n't want to b talked t , too stubb rn t gi up and 
t bu y till. 
H plan to 1 arn Italian n x t. 
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THE RAVINE 
The moon wasn't made by Him. 
You made her. You pressed thumb to blank sky 
And saw that she was good. You felt mighty 
Satisfied. 
Your thumbs have been rustling ever since. 
1. 
There is little shelter in all this 
Green, green, green dynasty 
Of open arms 
And open mouths, 
Stinking of emerald ambition. 
Emerald, always emerald, 
Chewing its fingers, spitting thorns, dew, and dirt, 
And weeds. Too many weeds 
Worming through. Absolutely incorrigible. But dirt 
Can't hurt. Dirt can't hurt. 
Green colonnades pretend to sleep as you walk by 
Memorizing your maps. When 
You're gone, they gather around the regal Redwoods to 
Gossip about your origins. 
And the winds, on one of their routine rounds, 
Pause to inspect your abandoned wheelbarrow. 
(Without you, it stands no chance against the many-voiced vines.) 
The last rock has shifted into what will be your stairs. And the wind 
Spreads a sabbath over the ravine, frowning at the backtalk 
Of the narrow streams and rivers, gushing and churning, violating their 
own laws, 
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nderpa ing mo -drapped arm that pread into the chilly dark kyo 
Y u pass 
Th village of mangrove r o t diving dum il into the echoing hi 
B tween the river' ilt- rna hed lip . Pity them. They are trying to e d 
in the c Id ilt. 
P rhap it will green, and join the ther a they break and re et like 
b ne . 
Will you watch? 
2. 
ne rabbit (no, two!) dart-swerve the moon, 
Leaping around upturn d roots, running running to you, you beneath 
th bo tre . 
They pant and sag at your £; et, burdened by the bones around their 
littl neck . You a k, 
Who tied that pine, those paws, those ribs around our little neck ? 
Th y won't an wer. You try once more: Why do your footprint return 
to your little feet? 
There i nothing wrong with them. The ju t aren't your . Perhaps their 
Footprints do not fear the green like they fear the red-eyed Rook 
Flapping up to the m on that 10 e him. 
But tonight her pure-albino eye only ha eye 
or the kingdom ri ing from her love ick mirror 
Who murmurs his magic: Look! Look! 
From the silty depths, 
Just like little people, 
Crowds of hopeful pale stem appear 
Offering emeralds. 
But he' frowning. omething's gone wrong, wrong wrong. 
ne tern collapses, its green leaves echoing 
Around it, and another, then another, and then another one collap e , 
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until 
They all float along. ne giant green army of little open-armed 
Corpses, hivering along. 
3. 
Yes, ye , here they come-
She's crying silver bullets. nd the trees 
Crumple into wood chips. Their startled leaves 
Take to the breeze, tips astonished to wing , fluttering, 
Searching through the hive ring tar . 
The lovesick river move on with his glossy gloves, 
He spreads them smooth, he smoothes out the shimmers, 
Chanting, "is this love? is this love? i this love?" 
He chants chants chants, 
Thinking nothing of it. 
4. 
Only with a lucid moon's supervision would it 
Be safe to trace footprints-quiet and discreet as the stones 
Sleeping on the river's hips-you must learn to part 
The tangles of green ankles, green lips, green toe , green tongues 
And hearts. Especially the hearts. 
5. 
Footprints wander along the narrow chanting river 
Until they feel hot yellow power spill 
Through spaces in the yawning green. nd out 
They waddle waterlogged over the cracked hot dirt, into the lingering 
Embrace of the sloppy sun. 
He spills so much love so far and so fast 
They have to stop to doze 
In sloppy rows before resuming. But how will they tell 
Where they dwelled? 
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.. rg tful virgin, nibbl d by h gr und in a qu nee f igh , a 
gu nc f igh . 
a th ra in , walking r n 
nd blinking lazil into th lopp un-fat fo tprint dangling from 
th ir te th. 
h lion glanc at you then troll into th crim on fan of th horizon 
h ir tail curving in th whi tling wind, 
Th ir c at h dcling and ab orbing and, 
Th ir £ tprint £ 11 wing 
ik d rt pr ph t . 
6. 
Walk thr ugh th la er of hi ering gre n, 
Walk pa t th narr w ri r' murmur, 
Walk r th rippling rock, alk betw en the louching weed 
Walk b yond th s If-bandaging ra in , w ndering 
What can I a had w, anywa ? 
Th n hear th cl ar -e d Ro k in the arm f th Redw d 
Phil phi zing t hi on - d wiD whom he mad ,mad ,mad : 
H rea hit p bble, her bod the fallen bark, her feather 
Th wat r-clipp d I a h r heart hi feather, her £; at th brok n-r et 
twigs. 
H ar him t 11 h r: 
'L e' th R k ri ing r d- y d from th il r tree 
trying t ing 'L ' th 
r d- yed Ro k.' L 'the moon, 
ft lik bab) gold, a it' carved 
int a cro\,vn and r 11 d up t P hill . 
Lo ' the chan tin chain of \,\ ater, th green 
lea ton , who 
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search for shelter, too, 
or a way to show their tongue , 
and use them. And love's the rising Rook." 
7. 
What can love a shadow, anyway? 
The stems, the leaves, the vines, the trees 
Awaken to morning' glare. Somewhere 
Beyond their green ravine, new footprint awaken, 
Fresh and edible as air. 
And only the moon knows your distance. 
And only the river will wait for more 
Blood and breath from distant shores. 
He will never understand why 
You walk on your hands, 
Hoping for doors. 
Section 4. « ••• thinking nothing ofit. }}-Anne Sexton}s (The Fury of Overshoes)} 
Section 7. «blood and breath ... dzstant)}- Perry Shellry}s ((Mont Blanc)} 
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e n in h r m t r c nt po try coll cti n, The Girllvith Bees in 
Her I-Jair, Wiln r write with an rad' imaginati n about th 1 wly 
d teri rating natural w rId, our har d cultural imag th d dining 
imp rtanc f humanity and d it all with ut righteou n r blam . 
h i a magnific ntly g ner u p t. 
Lant rn dit r at d wn with Wilner wh n h vi ited r lllU 
n March 25, 2 f, r a r ading p n r d b r the colleg 
n 
R (referring to a Turkf!Y, 'heddar and Barbeque Panini she 
W 'll k P that n hId. 
ch wing which c uld b 
has just purchased): 
nl u want t r c rd th ound f m 
xtr mIg od p etic . [laughs] ka, h ot. 
In n reati Writing da ur book The irl with Bees in 
Her air i bing taught ... 
an ou m wh n it' b n taught? 
Y u can! Y u can 10 e it mor . 
R: 
W II it worri m. 
I T RVI WER: 
I'v notic d th £, rmatting f ur poem specificall th enjambm nt 
of) our line. P em lik ttic Light' and Th ory and Practic in 
Po try" and" m rican tla" ha e a uniqu zig-zag pattern to th m. 
nd I think that form on t p four u e of pira! and wir! a 
imag ,I think it p ak to a circular connotation of our p etic . I 
that a r flection of our r lati n hip with poet!) ? r d e It peak to 
id a of the circularity of lif, ? What i it that cL:i e ou t b 0 circular 
in our pm? 
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I remember several year ago I had a poem publi hed in ngland and 
the editor wa thi very proper Briti h g ntleman. nd he didn't like 
what he called my "elbow," which brought back the mind et of "get 
your elbow off the table." What he wa referring to were the e 
enjambment where I broke a phrase in di tinctiv plac forming 
jagged edges. 0 I wrote him back, u ing the language of a nineteenth 
century woman, and aid, ' 'Well, ir before I picked up the pen, Iud 
the needle." 
You see, for me a line is not just a egment of type but it i the thread 
with which one thing connect to the next. 0, while I wrote that ju t to 
be impertinent, I realized later that I really do think of line like that. 
And I think it comes from a fairly contemporary appreciation of nature 
and the way things really are- it's not uclidian; nature ugge t that 
things continue and that one thing flows into another and thing 
interconnect. nd so for me it's not so much circularity, it's not that 
things always come back around. There's an on-goingne which a 
things will continue and to continue they have to change. What I think 
you picked up on there is a very central device of the prosod -one lin 
ha to lead you into the next. I think of it as wave . 
I TERVIEWER: 
D o you feel that poetry, as a whole, is moving and changing in orne 
chartable motion? 0 do you see it a something that can't be mapped 
something beyond motion? 
ELE R 
I think we have such a pluralistic culture, fortunately, with so man 
kind of voice and so many kinds of poetry. 0 I don't ee it a moving 
in a grand ense. There are, of cour e, orne fashionable trend in 
poetry, but ignorance of fashion is perhap the one ignoranc that I 
support. Becau e I've seen fa hion come and go and I' een certain 
poets, their reputations di appear. It' nice to be able to alue the 
difference in approach to poetry. 0 if anything, I think thing ar 
more open these days and anyone who argue for on thing rather than 
another is making a mistake. You have to be careful not to pre cribe 
your own practice. 
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1 T --< R I -< W "' R: 
ould y u a th r n w d r lati n hip betwe n po try and politic ha 
anything t do with m gen ral th matic hift in po try. I thi v ry 
parti an w rld we n w inhabit i in m wa ' influ ncing a g n ral 
chang in p try. 
R: 
Politic i a ry pow rful part f po try right now, and th r ar many 
OlC that ar oic s of prot t- I b lie it' a form of prai e, to 
pr t t. nd 1 d n't think u can eparat our If from what' going 
ninth ,th notion that very thing i p r nal i an 
m rican myth. W in a cont xt which i cial and hi torical- it' 
lffiP ibl £ r m t think fa p m a out ide f that context in any 
wa . 
H w r, th phra e 'political po m" i a kind of pej rati in ur 
cultur pr ci 1 for th rea n that tho in control don't want u to 
notic what's r all going on. We'r trying to make e erything per onal 
and it ruts p opl who want that control. I ping rybod focu d 
on th ir "1," means w miss what' happening to "us.' 
I want t pr p s m thing- m fri nd Il a I arnin ky ga m a 
b tt r t rm for political p try. He aid, "In Ru ia we call it 'citiz n 
p try.'" nd in ofar a part of what w ar is citiz n if th citiz n i 
in ult d- a I £ 1 it i bing right now- then I think there' a 
particular urg nc £ r citiz n' p try. ,that' definit 1 going n 
and it' a go d thing, it' a nec ary thing. nd I think it' inevitable in 
uch a climat . 
I T RVI R 
In om of our po try, you're writing about th d structi e nature of 
th human condition. In ' Th 0 il-Po t: Po t-Pa toral," the 
environment of the poem is a futur form d out of the "ruins of the 
human world." It' a orld, a ) ou 'V rite, without 'contour, mo ing/ 
hadows at the feet of cliff, running tream ,/ pin c nt, a wind to 
make the branch ing," and the conn tati n eem to be that the 
extinct human d troy d tho e thing . Do you e u a ending in a 
place similar to th one in ( 0 il Poet?' Do you ee the human natur 
a inherentl de tructi ? 
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Well, certainly feckless and thoughtless! nd yes, there are destructive 
urges in humans and certain situations that will bring out the worst in 
people. In a war context, for example, destructive things will be brought 
out that would never have been exercised or even dreamed of in a 
normal setting. And I think the desire to control nature- or not to 
understand the limit of control- a well as people's fears of time itself, 
leads them try to subdue the very forces that we need to respect. And 
so, yes, if we go on the way we are going, it might get to that point. 
But this isn't prophecy like a fortune teller- it's like what Blake said 
when he talked about prophecy. He said, roughly, "it's not that you're 
saying, 'This is what's going to happen no matter what, this is 
predetermined,' this is a prophecy that says, 'If you go on doing so-and-
so, such-and-such will be the result.'" If we continue the way we're 
going, continue abusing nature, continue treating one another with this 
sick notion of a control based on the inequality of power, then yes, I 
think it will end up like that. 
I TERVI WER: 
But you also speak to the human condition in your poem" pecies-
pity," starting out with the line: "We are the saddest species we know." 
L ANOR: 
Yes we are. But we are also-we are like the line from Hamle~"O 
God, I could be bounded in a nutshell, and count myself a king of 
infmite space-were it not that I have bad dreams." 
I T RVI WER: 
o do you feel it is those bad dreams, do you feel it is because we 
humans are a scared species that we are driven to be somewhat 
destructive? 
EL A OR: 
Oh yes, everybody's scared. Once you deal with that, then you can go 
on in a better way. But the bravado, the pretence that we're 
invulnerable, that nothing can touch us, is a defense against the fact that 
we are dying. So let's just say it out loud: yeah, we're cared, we're 
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m rtal, we can't stand the idea of death, but we ha e no choic ab ut it. 
I T RVI R: 
While covering th b ok in cla , ome tud nt saw" pecie -pity" a 
indicting and bitter, though other thought it poke to omething 
d ep r- that human aren't terrible becau e we're elfi h, we're terrible 
b cau we're scared. 
L R: 
Ye , the end i really an admonition: if y u can't g t 0 er the big idea 
f who y u ar , then you end up "running over what ha fallen in the 
road." 
But poem are written in different mood, and th re may b a bit of 
atire in th reo I t' hard t b human and orne of the poem are about 
the de truction that come from that, and orne of th m are about 
peopl like Lorca- l' e ju t written a new poem about him, becau e 
for m , he's th embl m f this creative force in human which oppose 
the de tructive part that comes from not facing your fear. And h wa 
willing to b a ensiti e being. 
I T RVI WER: 
And the fact that he died at the hand of the politic that he prote ted 
again t, doesn't that perpetuate the cycle of de truction? I always aw 
him a the martyr po t- he was a fierce oice of oppo ition to the 
Franco regime. ne of the mo t di heartening thing about thi world 
we are in now is that this desire to cease opposition is still going on. 
ELEANOR: 
Ab olutely. 
INTERVIEWER: 
What do you want to convey to new poets and students of poetry? 
ELEA OR: 
Pablo Neruda once said there is no advice you can give young poets. 
That was really smart! But, you know, I really love the work of younger 
poet because they're turning corner that I can't even ee around. And 
younger poet are a renewal- we started off by talking about the on-
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goingness of thing and fluidity, and new poets are a new hope for that 
continuation. Becau e in order to continue, thing have to change. If 
you don't have change, then you have rigidity, you have dogma, and 
frozen waterfalls. So I would ay the be t advice is to continue. 
Everything important I've ever learned, I've gotten from a poem. The 
best way get out of your own way is to write poetry. 
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UNTITLED 
Dh 
Weare rockwave 
Check it out real new exciting sound 
We have invented a new drug that we will disperse at our shows 
Army boys, fraternity men and all sorts of tan girls 
The girls from the schools and ugly connected people 
With lots of power will arrive at our shows 
The beat will shake their feet and untie their shoelaces 
That's our sound for ya real intense huh 
We will get a license so you can have sex at our shows 
And there will be a pre-recorded scream 
That we did edit, electronically 
It will also be part of the new sound 
They will be weapons with which to shatter your attention 
Well whaddya say we drive to the woods 
4 am, tropical storm weather. 
Cause we originally heard that scream we recorded 
Somewhere in those woods 
The block started to move with life now; it being a winter morning, the 
light was at a very precise clarity, and all the bare trees, sparse housing 
fronts and concrete stood out stark and separate as the figures gathered 
together. 
Kiss from anesthetic 
What they thought was snow was really blow from a dealer's 
Whistle, more like snuff nose 
Little big man doesn't try to humor you 
Before they reach for the jugular 
Pistol, here blood flows 
From a dialectic, right by a crippled creek 
Sunlight dappling off the babbling sangre 
Out the cheek 
Blood chipped tooth, sighing 
Red ruby lips now 
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I wri e he fight 
I want t it and pray 
raffiti n y ur wall 
lack ink lin ca cacling 
V n m an ap rim d m n tracing 
I dr w metallic 1 with heart lazer 
Wi th pink and black 
I think graffiti n h r apartm nt wall 
mmi i n d w uld b id al 
nc ptually it' a w ird thing 
n't a the w ird thing 
Which i th wr ng thing 
T ar apart a car, th carca of a car i ugl 
ut th thing it If ill to u 
I'm talking carbur t r 
Wh n h want a Barracuda 
a black car 
n at in c ncr t 
It 1 k id al wh n it d n up with rain and mi t 
Wh n n h adlight' ut 
nd th brak light' alway n 
nd paint chip rywh r 
All machin ar in part ill gu ring 
I had m thing g d t 
I t laid in m mind 
Th n I imagin d h r 
ou g t that apocalyptic £ ling 
In y ur hand' and your kn 
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1 
If your head is th k:y then hell i in the k:y 
Th nightmare i in the back there 
When it hould be in the front where 
he can ee it 
moke gathered blood a it took off 
Muddy dialect 
Str et code indeciph rable 
rosse in tran !arion 
Left field treet limbo deal 
Met the witch doctor 
rm of Benin 
rmored bodies of warriors like Lenin 
xcept for the aims 
Taunt and circumstances meant les pam 
Half his face gone 
nd the other half fucked up 
forget about it. 
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HAR Lu K I v R 
c n: nemploym nt lin, arly aftern on, mid-march 
M rtim r White ort) ha been a ked what h ' doing in lin 
M rt: (looks up) hmm? h, m . W il, I'm what you'd call a n op. 
pr.6 i nal in e tigat r, that i. '1m w, wh n you I t n d omeon 
check d up r watch d, think ur hubb i ch a tin , n ya. ( ur 
th ca e aren't wh I g t into th bu in , h n . I wanted to be 
Phillip Marlow, am pad, th man who find out hat' what. 
But ... that's not r ail much of a care r. 0 I tak the noop job, 
and th vetting, so a I can put a bit of bread on the table, rna be h lp 
m D lk. ut m ,I got crupI . I'm n t gonna t omeon up, and I 
ain't g nna t il y u any c mforting li . that' wh I'm not to 
p pular. 
(looks away, seeing somewhere else, looks back) 
( ur , I b en lucky a few time . t a ca e that meant omething, 
that matt r d. anag d t b a pade, a Marl w . Th e ar the ca e 
that mak it all m an om thing. en got called in to liai e with the 
p lic a few tim ,wh n I wa on the ri e. You rememb r that kid, 
Martha som thing or other, got kidnapped few ears back? I wa on 
that ca . ---
Y u alwa h ar ab ut th par nt and th c mmunity, h w th 
.6 1. Y u e th ba tard what did it n the new . But all u e er ee 
f th kid i a till ph to or two. W il, I aw Martha up do e. When th 
ca br k , I wa n't at th fr nt, but I a there. h wa miling and 
waving, not a car in th world. h wa back with h r folk, the whol 
thing was 0 er, and ou could it was alr ad gone from her mind. 
It' god, bing a kid. Y u bounc back from thing like that. 
H w I got from th r to h r , then? Bad luck, nothing mor to it. I 
g third t frnd m rich broad' annoying budgie and I get cocky. I 
think, ( 1' e a ed a kid no pr bl m with some bird." But it turn out 
the damn thing wa a cam, being ld to rich ladie 0 er and 0 r, 'till 
the let it ut f the cag and it Be back to the tore. Weil thi dame 
wa n't to happ to hear h r belo ed Timm wa a con arti t, and he 
wouldn't pa me. I a d p nding on that mon y to pa r nt on m 
offic . Long tory hort, I lost m lease, and nobody ould hire a PI 
without an ffice. 
owaday , I just tr to get a bit of freelance work thrown my way. 
ot much thi month, though. ot much sinc that damn bird. 
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SKELETON 
Our love died in New Mexico--
Dried up like the yuccas we passed 
in the light of the sun bleeding out over the valley 
and crumbling swiftly into the ground. 
Static crying through the stereo, 
We reached eighty on the lonely freeway and 
sank into the skeleton of the night--
and pressing my nose to the window 
I breathed that regretful cloud of unchangeable loss. 
And as we swept past the gaunt faces of Mexican cemeteries 
with this sense of a helpless death that can't be held 
but buried, 
my eyes welled until the horizon was submersed 
into nothing but watery power lines 
stretched back like dwindling arms 
into a land which looks 
much more promising 
From the sky. 
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MIDNIGHT LETTER 
Dear ir and Ma'am, 
I regret I must write you that your son is lost. He died last night 
of shrapnel wounds. I cannot say it was painles . His blood is the 
darkest brown on my skirt, a memory-stain. 
He was a charming boy, the age of my own. Son and husband 
both serve in the 20th Maine. 
Horror does not end with battle. I am afraid, cannot comfort 
you, and do not know your pain. The fear until this letter laid you and 
your child to rest, this is my temporary fate. My fear is greater for I 
know more of war: the rush of blood on thin bandages, the fetid smell 
of gangrene, the amputee's wheezing scream. 
Half the night I write letters; two a week my own, one to 
husband, one to son. My heart must be hard and cramped as my hand, I 
have sent such love. 
At the last, he called me Mother, so I forward you the fevered 
kiss, the hot crush of his hand before the cold crept through. I only 
hope that when my own must go, each will be loved so well as your 
William. 
Too much has been said, the woman's voice in a war of men. 
N ever honesty, only the cold, soldierly formality: 
Sir and Madam) 
It is my sorrowful duty to report 
Your son has given his last breath 
For his country. He died in bed 
At peace with God and men. 
Nurse Kady Brownell 
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TH TA RI 
h j n' t waring an h 
MA TI 
Amanda ch artz 
U YI 
AR 
I h uldn't b taring-I rally h uldn't. ut pani h i difficult 
n ugh D r m t c mpr h nd an p aking h r at a mil a 
minut with th thick t ayan acc nt l' hard fr many f th 
1 cal . Th tran lat r i n't h r - h' ff chatting with h r hu band-
and it' imp ibl tnt ju t all w th c n t g n mut a I 
thi walking, talking, br athing r lic f th anci nt pa t. h' ju t fi 
£ t tall with h r littl aught r cla p d in h r arm ,th t -big r d 
dr lipping d wn r th t ddl r' h ul r. 
I £; 1 m n bump int m. 
andac up n tipt a if t b rv 
th z u n h ar what 
pani h mi i n 
n gl ct. 
in a pit at 
ill a ry 
ing tan arby tr th w man a th fir t d ciph rabl thing 
in h r planati n f h w huh r hut to c k £ r th famil T 
ncampm nt. 
ap dilla' with a li p a h pick on of th fruit 
fr m th tr and hand it t h r n. \Vith ut a ord he b gin acing 
It. P inting r t a buck t full of th fruit h launch ill to 
an th r rapid planati n f th ir u £ r th m. 
I £ lap k n m T £ r arm, and 1 king d wn I find it to b with 
th ,,11- rn ra r f a m chanical p ncil. Did) ou h ar what h 
call d th thing in th buck t?' 
raning my n ck, I th \ man coil cting a mixtur of corn 
p " d r and chili p pp r from anoth r buck t int a h 110\ gourd. 
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Candace mimics me, her pencil scratching furiously 0 er the page a 
he stares hard at it. I peer down to my own notebook to see m 
pencil rendering of the sapodilla tree a they squat like enormou 
mushrooms about the edge of the clearing, heavy-laden with the 
graphite smudges of fruit. All the waterproof page in these little 
yellow field notebooks are packed with sketches: the crumbling eye of 
Chaac, the rain god's, stone face, the shape of a distant pyramid 
silhouetted against the sapphire sky, the long hadows tretching 
before our group as we return to the bus. 
I see Candace staring at me. ''What?'' 
"How do you spell sapodilla?" 
I spell it out for her -leaving out one of the l's on purpo e-and 
resist the strong urge to tell her that we were not going to be te ted on 
how these people subsist off the land. A sharp whi tle breaks my 
concentration and I see the father, a man of about thirty-fi e, 
motioning us over to him with his machete. s we watch, he crape it 
with the blade, revealing the fragile-looking fibers beneath. Beaming a 
gapped smile, he calls for his son Juan, who is crabbling in the dirt 
with pieces of scrap metal and an old knife handle. The bo come to 
his father, not even looking at him, and in the midst of hi father's 
sentence the boy crouches and begins moving the knife like a bird 
through the air, the reflection glinting in my eyes a he begin 
muttering to himself. 
Picking up one of the henequen fronds, Dr. Callahan begin taring 
the scientific nomenclature of the plant. I idestep awa from 
Candace, who is pulling out her camera to have a reference picture of 
henequen, and towards the outer fringes of the group, where ddie 
stands watching the boy play in the dirt, her head cocked to one side as 
she draws his arm rising far above his dark head of hair. My eyes trail 
past him to see the woman's two ancient uncles, roughl fi e feet tall 
apiece and topped with threadbare traw hats, tandirlg at the edge of 
the family's clearing, speaking quietly to each other in Yucatec and 
staring at us with their enormous brown eyes as they pat out apodilla 
seeds. 
"Can you believe he' giving us a hi tory lesson in the middle of 
their tour?" I ask her. It never ceases to amaze me that though she 
seems not to li ten to a word Callahan says, she hears me. 
"Oh, he is?" Addie asks, not looking up from her ketch. "I just 
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rt f tun him out- h aIr ady I ctur d n laya cr p . 
" h ught xactl." 
"1 I ,did u what h ir in th dirt. ' 
We t p do r to him and 0 r hi hould r a rc gnizabl 
k tch of a motmot bird, which i r markabl D r a n-y ar-old 
u ing du t a a m dium. lancing 0 r hi hould r, h m ar it 
ut- l aving nl h t lltal p nudulum-lik tail of th bird- and 
camp r t ward hi m th r. 
I hrug. I tand in th middl gr und b tw n ddi and the 
gr up, urve ing th mix d 1 k f di int r t and compl te D cu on 
th ir fac r. allahan pr id a dr ning background to my 
b rvati n of the w man talking in turn t h r d lighted daught r 
and h r n, who tar up blankly at her. What i wrong with him? 1 
h auti tic? H' c rtainl di pIa ing all ort of warning ign, and at 
s n h h uld b talking. Ha th tak n him to a doct r? 
1 urfac fr m m th ught to I ck with Dr. allahan, wh i 
taring m d wn fr m b n ath th brim f hi ridicul u afari hat a 
h mak hi frnal pint. ut th gr up i hading ff t ward the well, 
dug m tim in th 1 00 at th D unding f th riginal cattle ranch, 
a ur chari rna tic tran lat r ug explain, and 1 £ rce a I k of 
rwh lrning int r t acro m face. The anci nt broth r t off 
d wn int th jungl, which turn ut t bate p wo ded I pe that 
1 ad into th awning, black n d mouth f a dry eenote, or natural ca 
that fill with oundwat r a it p rc lat up thr ugh the lime tone. 
Th ir mach t hack thr ugh th und rbru h, th who bing f 
th c the cutting through th air as 1 fall in tep n xt to ddie.' 0 
how worri d ar ou about th final tomorrow?" 
h r II her at me as we d c nd th rocky hill id , going 
Furth r to ard th darkn . "1 hay n ugh faith in m memo!) to 
n t be dri en 0 er the edge of anity, unlik th r .' 
"Dr. allahan hat ar did th a te War begin again?" e h ar 
andac inquir fr m furth r up on th hill. 
, pint xactl." ddi pull her ±1a blight fr m her pock t a 
duck b n ath th m uth of th ca , rniling in th glo a the 
blackn f th ca rn dart th light. I return the mile. 
Be?!" Th hut-which could awak n the d ad, if not ju t the 
b ,c m fr m andace ab ve u. ~ ait-1 reall) don't think 1 
ant t g in th r if \ 'r going to wak th m up-' 
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I plunge ahead, descending deeper and traver ing the 100 e, 
slippery boulders until I can make out a blackened rectangle et in the 
bottom of the cave floor. Its low stone wall, covered with soft green 
mos , is illuminated by the brilliant unlight that gleams down the well 
shaft from above. I move more quickly and peer into the pit, the still 
grey water at the bottom barely illuminated a a bat or forlorn bird 
circle above it. When the pair arrive around the haft, Hugo 
translates the husband's words into his very percussive Engli h . "They 
say the well was eh-dug in eighteen 'undred and forty-two. But the 
Maya who eh-lived here those t'ousands of years ago used this a a 
water-hole, and even worshipped down here." He hold up the butt of 
a cigarette. "This family still gives off'rings to the spirit that eh-dwell 
here-they consider this an entrance to Xibalba-their eh-sacred 
underworld." 
Addie sits on the wall and, reaching far over into the oblivion, 
drops a pebble from between her caged fIngers . We all watch, leaning 
forward like eager children. I count nine econds until I hear the 
impact echo up the shaft. "The stone eh-falls thirty meters," Hugo 
says . 
It is so tranquil, with no sounds but that of our own breathing, the 
wind gusting through the well shaft some thirty feet above, and the 
soft fluttering of the animal's wings as it circle ten stories below us. 
Gazing around the blackened cavern, I can almost ee a Maya shaman 
coming down here to this entrance of their sacred underworld, lighting 
a pipe stuffed with wild tobacco leaves, and allowing the fragrant white 
smoke to billow up around him while he speaks to the long-departed 
of their seedy dealings in the afterlife. 
Someone is talking, and I'm realizing that this idyllic scene cannot 
last in my present reality. I am standing in a musty old cave with two 
very old Mexicans, a college professor, a translator, twelve other 
overachieving students, and a mere three others like myself who are 
basking in the moment. ddie and I exchange a look as Hugo is 
barraged with more questions of what plants we had seen, what uses 
the Maya family had for them-even how the ancient Maya had 
discovered these uses. I breathe in and out - ju t breathe, to maybe 
taste the air of Xibalba as it rises from the depths-and fall back to the 
rear of the group as we leave the cavern, looking over my shoulder to 
commit the sight to memory. 
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h un it low r th h rizon r th haci nda a \\T null 
ab ut wajting t walk th tw mil back. andac, Addi and 1 ar 
di cu ing th lik liho d that Dr. allahan will forc u t g bat-
n tting tonight. 
"1 can't b li 
andac . 
« I think I'd 
h w uldn't gi u th night ff t tudy harp 
catching bat t night-it 1 t it al nand 
di a . Th ugh I'd kill to g t m 1 p ... 
gain 1 tand b tw n th m. ug i t lling th family ur thank 
and g dby a I watch Dr. allahan appr ach th fath r ith a larg 
r ctangl wrapp d in impl br wn pap r. Th ugh h had p nt man 
y ars in th jungl, hi halting pani h i till rudim ntary at b t a h 
pr s nts ourr gift. « qui ta un regal para t d ." 
mo t cautiousl th gath r ar und Dr. allahan a h hand th 
pr nt to th fath r. H unwrap it, wary not to tear th pap r, and 
r als a pictur f th famil fr m ju t nin month arli r wh n h 
had c m t th bi logical fi Id taci n and fir t m t th Mayan. 
bligat ry mil com th it fac , but th ir c n 
c nfu ina th y 1 k at n an th r. «~ u ' o?" (What is this?) 
apr na?" (Who are these people?) th whi p r. 
tud nt 1 ad r (and 1 ad tud nt qu cion r) t p 
to th photograph daught r, till dr d in th 
am utfit. "Ella u niiia." h p int to th on. 'CY'l ' l u 
hijo." Liz mil at th woman, who ga her a blank tar back. cy 
aqui," h continu ,h r hand pulling th woman' ponytail around to 
h r fr nt, « ci muj r c nIp 1 n gr b II za t d. 
1 ok f udd n r alizati n c m t th w man' fac ,h r n ady 
black lighting up with cit m nt. «i r pre nta! m 
n otr!" miling, h look to h r n, but hi int r t li in 
balancing th kni£ handle n th crap m tal. 
W lea ,but not ten.6 t down th road Dr. allahan tops th 
group and explain how th worn and brok n ston carter d on th 
ground were onc used to grind maize into flour. 1 h ar none of it -
I'm exhaust d, both ph sically and m ntall ,1 m sick of li tening to th 
endles c de of lectur s and complaint, and I'm till a tounded that 
th family didn't n recogniz th mi. How i it po sibl to not 
compr h nd that it' our own lik ness in a picture? To under tand 
that th r' a technology mor ad anc d than making rop out f 
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plants, or a greater use for the hut' salvaged car door? Do they even 
know the outside world exists? 
1 feel Candace's warning hand on my arm in the arne instant that 1 
realize Dr. Callahan's monotonous speech ha stopped. 1 look up to 
see him training his beady eyes on me from beneath hi afari hat. 
"Good of you to finally join the group. Maybe you can explain how 
ironic this family'S reliance on henequen is?" 
1 have no words. He allows the agonizing silence to hang before 
responding. 
''Well, it's that they pay rent on the land to the Spanish family that 
used to own the hacienda and enslave the Maya to cultivate their 
henequen. And since the enacting of NAFT A-to influx the area with 
American crops and feed the hungry-their efforts to sell surplus 
maize or henequen are futile. Had you been listening, you would have 
supplemented your observances with this." 
I'm not one to anger quickly-I'm really not. But for him to do 
that in front of everyone-
Minutes pass, and we're walking. Candace is talking to me in a low, 
reassuring tone, but my volatile mix of emotion at Dr. Callahan's 
words is overriding. ''Y ou know it wasn't right of him to call you out 
in front of the whole class," she's saying to me as we plow up the dirt 
road. It's the first time she's actually looked at me and not her field 
notes while speaking to me. "And besides, now you know something 
that you didn't. I'll give you my notes from today, 'cause he did say the 
stuff about henequen was going on the test." 
1 lost Addie on the long walk back, but as 1 collapse into my orange 
hammock back in the hut 1 hear her voice some les -than-orthodox 
encouragement to me. 
1 force a smile. ''You know Addie, calling him a pompous bastard 
doesn't make this situation any less agonizing." 
"1 agree, but 1 could have walked away from that visit much 
happier not knowing that their family was going under." Picking her 
iPod and notebook off the table, she begins reviewing the te t material 
for the first time. Grabbing my own notebook, 1 open to the first page 
and feel a slight twinge of panic in my heart: 1 don't even remember 
this lecture. Drawings border the entire page, which ha far fewer 
academic than personal notes written on it. Have 1 really been that 
inobservant in class, too intent on learning through experience as 
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opp d t in the cla r m? 
In an fD rt t calm m racing qu t th noteb k d wn 
and tare up at th ceiling. I li tnt andac xplaining t difD r nt 
fe ding 1 f bird to a tali , a r d-h ad d girl wh icon tantly 
ap 1 gizing t e ry n ,but eem to ha e no probl m arguing with 
v rything that andac tat. Wh n th t pic i xhau t d th ir 
cony r ati n turn to m r of an endl barrag of worn and t t 
anxi ti and que tion ab ut the tupid pointle hit that they'r 
n v r, r g ing to a k u t an w r on a hand-writt n exam. I find 
and crank up the lume on my iPod - which i nearl dead, thank to 
th udd n demi of my laptop three day ago du to th inten 
humidity of the jungl - but it' till not en ugh. I'm trying m harde t 
t tudy, but th per i tent d ubt of wheth r or not I'm failing thi 
c ur I ms ov r m. I gl ver our pr ntation note -not 
wanting t think ab ut what Dr. allahan had aid-and turn to the 
D ding I page. 
andac had li ted ery tyl f e ry bird with the utrn t detail. 
I'm fmding it difficult to rem mber if duck are urface feeder or 
if they rapt r down fr m th sky t feed. 
'CW"hat's th nam of tho bon that bat ha e lost?' a k atalie. 
ppar ntl ,m iP d ha died. I wrack m brain for the an wer a a 
mea ur of how much I've retain d in studying. 
od, I can't r member. W r the talking about all bats, or 
ju t p rtillionidae?" andace' Olce 1 ounding peciall na al at 
the m m nt. 
" m-" Th thr hold noi of paper ru tling lice through th 
tagnant air. "It do n't- a -oh, orry-wait-" 
ddie, I can tell, is D d up a well with thi third traight hour of 
tudying. Th tinn ound f country at maximum olume carry 0 r 
to maw xchang." mantic,' I mouth to her. 
"The can dri u tantric," h mouth back, giving m 
hamm ck a good kick. 
o while I swing I li t n to the philo ophical debate of whether or 
not whal with rear ntral fm are olving them becau e the 're 
returning from th land or planning on r turning to it from the depth 
of the a. far a I know, whale are not a p cie with trong 
r pre ntation on th Yucatan penin ula. nd an whale with rear 
entral fm ar freak of e olution mutated in ju t the right pot in the 
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right gene 0 as not to suppress them from developing. 
I ay nothing. 
The conver ation continue for the next hour. Though we break 
for dinner, they take their notebooks with them and constantly review 
at the next table over, and I listen in de peration to catch up on all the 
studying I've missed. Addie mention that she's pretty sure the Mayan 
family'S son wa autistic, and while he talks at length on how much 
he's like her little brother I nod and agree and feel my insides twist at 
the thought of the henequen lecture that I'd missed while watching 
him. She stops talking and I begin to feel the crushing weight of the 
exam on me-I only have until 1 Gam tomorrow and I'm not going to 
be able to focus in my hammock. What if they do a k for the pecific 
ranges of the paca and agouti? Do I have to know the difference 
between the wayan owl and an osprey hunt for prey? What are the 
names of those bones? 
We return to our hut, where we are forced to conserve the solar 
electricity by studying via headlamp. I take out my notebook and try to 
decipher the test material from amongst the scrawled inside jokes and 
couplets and sketches of other students looking hopelessly 10 t in class. 
After an hour, I look around. Candace is reading up on the different 
wing structures of pelicans and hummingbirds. ddie is napping, 
curled up into a ball in her purple hammock-and I feel a sudden 
twinge of jealousy for her nonchalance at preparing for the exam. At 
least I Jm reading and not sleeping, I assure myself. 
My thoughts are interrupted as atalie suddenly bursts in, the face 
below her headlamp illuminated enough to show a look of sheer terror 
as the screen door slams behind her. Addie wakes up behind me. 
I'm expecting the tale of a narrow escape from a rampagmg, 
ravenous tapir that chased her through the jungle. "Give me a 
polynomial. " 
I just look at her and listen a she rants. 
"Guys, seriously, I am near hyperventilation. There's just too much 
information and I can't retain-" 
''We know." Candace return to the mechanics of flight. atalie 
begins talking to herself as she searches her backpack for the eighth 
time that day in earch of her MP3 player. "If x is seventeen," she 
mumbles, "then x cubed over 84 i ... " 
She continue muttering and looking, but soon commence 
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Amanda clzwartz 
tud ing aft r gathering h r n t an lamp. andac \vrun ab ut th 
hamm ck and th lack f at r .6 r h w r. atali chum al ng 
c mplaining h w th t ilet don't flu hand h h r h adlamp i 
cligging int h r calp and her e ar training t r ad h r not . 
Well of courseyou can}t read them, I think. You )vnie d01vn every }vord that 
comes out of affahan}s mouth. 
andac c ncur and a k 
in th am cla a butt rfli 
laughing, th utt r riclicul 
atali if drag nflie and dam Ifli ar 
, r if th y ha e th it own. I bur tout 
f th qu ti n ticking ry humor 
r c pt r in m brain. 
w h adlamp train n m. 'What?' andac d rnand. "It 
d n't c mail t all f u. I ha n't n dcli tud) 
at all-do u ncar? Wh clid u two to tu 
abr ad? It' call d stud abr ad for a ran au know." 
dcli i out th door in a mom nt, lamming it b hind h rand 
int rrupting rn th ught a I earch for rn thing t ay. The tw 
headlamp m e fr m my fac and back t th n t b k, which 
h r illuminat d in th darkne . 
" andac." h 1 k at m . 
Th 1 eerns cant rnptuou , but rna b I'm ju t 
bia d in m anger. It ha a c rtain c nfu d t to it that tak m 
back t h r inc ant que tioning and picture-taking whil th bo had 
at apping t him If in th clirt. 
'Ma b ou'r th on that d n't car .' 
M a aulted b th blackne ut id ,I the mall light fa 
h adlamp b bbing awa d wn the jungl -corniced path far, far ah ad 
f m. I t off at a fa t a jog a m flipflop will all w, hoping that 
no jungl cr atur ar lurking in th darkn lamming that door 
wa n f th m t ati fying thing I don in rn life. 
Th night i pitch-black a I pa tr and vin th illumination 
of rn h adlamp climl lighting nl a tin orb f pace around m . 
m I r ng tnt b tudying right no ? How badl) will it refl ct on 
rn grad that I'd rath robs rve and dra and nap than pend hour 
r acling things I'll n r r member, much 1 b a k d to r m rnb r? 
But rna rb it ay m thing about rn charact r omething ubliminal 
and p ) chological that I r all) am th on ',; ho do n't car -
Wh) clid I tudy abroad? 
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The jungle uddenly clears ahead of me into the entrance clearing 
of the field tation. n enormous guanacaste stretche up and up into 
the sky, the only thing anchoring it to thi earth a low stone wall that it 
has steadily overgrown over the pa t two centurie. cross the cl aring 
is an even larger ceiba tree, its swollen trunk drawing my eye and 
reminding me how the ancient Maya revered it a a symbol of heaven 
and re urrection. The king of Palenque, Lord Pakal, was hown on his 
tomb to ascend in front of one as the reincarnated maize god. 
I look up to the stars, wondering which constellation they had 
con trued as Lord Pakal resurrected. I blink rapidly and realize that 
there are about a million times more stars up there than I have ever 
seen in my life, their lights piercing the harsh black of the sky as they 
scatter between the constellations that I'm only vaguely familiar with. 
The purple haze of the Milky Way is slashed across the sky like some 
haphazard brushstroke on the most abstract and perfect painting I've 
ever seen in my life. The moon hangs suspended at a dramatic angle 
above the guanacaste, the bottom third of it blood-red because of the 
complete lunar eclipse that I had forgotten about until this very 
moment. I spin around where I stand, trying to understand the 
orientation of the earth at this latitude; the effect is dizzying and almost 
terrifying, making me feel as if the universe is suspended completely 
open and bare before me tonight and it's my responsibility to interpret 
those things so obviou ly written in the stars. I hear Addie say 
something to me from the middle of the clearing, for she had stopped 
here as well, but I have gone beyond words. They escape me once 
again, though the feeling are apparent as my eyes focus more than I've 
ever focused them in my life. 
We are infinite in this moment, and nothing else matters in the 
entire world than us experiencing the magnitude of the stars and the 
silent jungle and the complete understanding that runs between the 
two of us like electricity of why we have come to study abroad. 
We walk toward the center and can only stare upwards. "Inflnite 
and infmitesimal," I say. 
She looks at me until I return the gaze. 'We will never be here 
together again." 
With the trees we stand, our roots planting in Xibalba while we 
ascend to the stars. 
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Robert Whitehead 
WHERE CHILDREN COME FROM 
Mother may catch some breath of that night 
a he opens the refrigerator on bright jars. 
he will feel it, faintly, in the caught-up 
light, the feeling of sudden, blazing feeling 
made more luminou by pulling a handle 
on a cold box and fInding all that shine. 
he may go to Father, may remove 
hi gla ses-like lampshade from lamp-
and fIx them over her own, unshakably happy 
eyes. He will put his reading down gently, 
allow his eyes to open their slow hinges, 
then trail blankly the path of arm her fmgers 
tarted sweetly at his shoulder. Look dear, 
she plays, do I look like you? This may be 
when Father begins his own recalling of that night; 
glare starring about Mother's dark irises, 
mirror-burn untethering that bright, vague memory: 
sky bent black around a low moon and wind 
weaving its dull shuttle through looms of leaves. 
The cars are quiet. February feels its bri k way 
through the treets. t a window, two shadows 
in a roomful of light. This is a moment 
not even poetry can enter. 
Somewhere behind the tars, some glow 
i gathering, some mark of beginning. Pooling 
fllaments, deeper constellations crushing together, 
night reaching back to its fIrst creation. The two 
shadows are tationary and in love as this herald 
pull its light inward, like a diamond. Soon 
sleep comes. nd soon, in sudden dream, two 
shadows will fill with the searing revelation 
that the book has begun and the windows 
will open forever and torchlight spring to torch 
and joy can take on music can speak babbling 
rIver tones light enough to be carried on the backs 
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Where luLdren orne rom 
f her nand gard n of k h ut cl ud-light 
high r thi 1 high r thi b d 10 ha made .... 
ath r may mil . M th r may hand the gla 
back. th will r main unawar that th ir i a b ling 
than can be hared. r the cret f birth 
r tnt in th tangl f anat m , the bell 
pu h, th a sercion that, e, e en wat r 
can br ak-the ecret f birth i that it begin 
with light, with twinkl -in-e ,and grow 
t a k qu cion that ha no an wer . 
3 
Elizabeth Zeller 
QUEEN OF THE NATION 
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hat' righ t! Am rica, a ffan cuI 
They li and hat Mu lini. 
H mad train track in citi 
I c uld g t grammar ch 01. 
m ncans com, an h 
ad nna, ap li wa g n . 
I P nt thre da und r ton 
la piaggia b lla all co r d 
OR H 
with littl pi c f m tal, it wa dang r t walk. 
I li thirt n ar with Zio re t 
and th n I com t m rica t work 
£ runt L uis . P pI think I'm tonata 
b cau I am fr m Italy, but I 
p ak nglish g d, b li it r not. 
I call my If . , arm lina 
i n t merican. M si t r ar afraid 
to isit m h r ,the think p opl 
are dang r h n th d n't I k th arne. 
In apoli, ern ha am hair, sam kin, 
I g t agitazion om tim till, 
th fIr t tim I a dift r nt p pI, 
th d tro d my family and mad m m zza matta. 
5 
Ryan uLlLvall 
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Patrick Hayakawa 
SPRING 
Two day after the ernal equinox you it on a unlit boulder atop a 
bluff 0 erlooking a valley. Below ou the river wea e daringl 
between the rock. You gaze aero the ra ine. Tre till naked in th 
hade of hills huddle together for warmth, while the more ambitiou 
among them stretch upward along the lope earching for the touch of 
sunlight. Your eye stop at the tree line. For orne unknown rea on the 
highe t hilltop ha been left bare, empty except for a va t golden crown 
of un-drenched gra. uddenly you long to be there, at the ummit 
that i more pacious, more radiant, and nearer to the ky than anything 
el e in the world. It' where you've never been and it' what ou've 
never een, but you know once you get there everything will be right 
imply becau e there i nowhet > left to go. 
You mount your bicycle and follow the road by dead reckoning 
until you come to the river. The bridge i a highway-not meant for 
you. pick-up truck rushes by in a blur. He pa se , and you look once 
over your shoulder, then race to the end of the bridge. The ri er echoe 
underneath, but before you can top to look at the water or admire the 
rock you're on the other ide. You begin to climb the clu ter of hill 
that tand guard at the ba e of their bigger brother. ar zoom by 
effortlessly a you pedal ferociou ly up road that only b come more 
unwelcoming. The woods grow thicker, bigger, and teeper. Cri p 
wind courses between the hills. It bend the tree and chill our we at. 
When you realize the road i beginning to curve gradually in the wrong 
direction, you retreat to the foot of your mountain. 0 thi i not a 
public place. 0 road or trails lead to the top. There is only one wa 
to get there, you decide, and that i through and up. You tow your 
bike under a bu h in the ditch on the side of the road, then tare at it 
for a moment in doubt. You pick up an old Burger King cup lying 
nearby and cribble "Plea e Don't Take Me" on the ide and place it 
over the handlebar. 
Fir t you climb down to get to the mall stream eparating the ba e 
of the hill. craggly root and rotten trunks litter the floor of the fore t. 
fter three hundred yard of sliding down leafy lope and leaping 
aero muddy vein ,you tand at the foot of what you know mu t be 
your mountain, e en though you're too close and too low to ee it big 
blond head. The wind ha died in the helter of the fore t. The water 
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Patrzck Jfavaka a 
murmur hind ou, an an ill i ibl ngbird \'vhi tl om wh r 
high ab . unlight rain down, plitting traight thr ugh th I afl 
tr . Y ur ye tak ou t a cl aring but aft r n ./ pac you 
it' n t a mall cl aring but a gra T utility trail thirty yard "id running 
th height f th m untain. Y u wond r for a m m nt wh th r y u 
ar glad r ill rna d at thi ,t ha £ und an a y path up th I P 
tha nl h w ther pe pIe ha walk d thi m untain many many 
m . Y u t th u ti n ut and pr c d up th barr n path 
h un h r high r than r n and at cling t th back 
f hirt. Y ur cal e begin tach ign nail d to a tr r ad 
"P D: Privat Prop r 'and warn ou what not do th rand 
what will happ n if ou do it. But ou don't notic. Th bird ar 
g tting I ud r, th un i g tting hott r, and ou ar g tting cl r to th 
oni plac u r all want t b . 
o n th tr lin com int vi . Th gra hillt p ri r gall 
ab it, imm n and imp ing lik a I ping drag n. But betw n 
u and th drag n it a Iarg ,hid u gr n tank ith whit t ntacl 
f pIa tic pi ing prawling er th trail. tall metal fenc 
th tank and th n c ntinu up ard ill app aring int th w 
II w ign n arl ix fe t long, hanging from the b nc 
n xt to th tank:" TI : Do ot nt r. uthoriz d P r onn I 
nl." uth riz db h m? You w nd r bri fl . But nl bri fl '. ou 
r ach th nd f th trail and th n foll w th b nc al ng th tr lin t 
wh r it nd. Th b nc ,I ming tw b t ab your h ad, I ad 
u back int th gr th, with d n ,raw w d n ur I ft and th 
p n, airy fi ld f th mountaintop on your right. Bird twitt r all 
around and th fr h h Ibn ath our b t t 11 gr undhog ha b n 
ab ut. cl ar this b nc do not nd. It circles around 
th ntir circumb r nc of th hilltop. om on ha cl ar d th 
umnut f all it tr ,th n b nc d it in b r th ir wn k eping. Wh T 
th ha don thi yuma n r kn 
o u I an again t th b nc am ng th 
angry. Your fing r p k thr ugh th t 
P nn f th bright ummit tanilln e you can hear it 
il nce, it acancy. Bird of pr ) ar ab ) u unaba h dl) 
flaunting th ir fr d m. Th \i h Ie va t pan f nature lie b b r 
th m . nd th n th gu ti n c nfr nt y u lik a dar: will) u carry 
n, or will u turn ar und? mebod) clearly d not "\ ant) ou h reo 
7 
:pring 
There are penalties for thi sort of thing-this i place could be ... 
anything. But you have come 0 far and worked 0 hard. You need a 
tory. But mostly, really only, you want 0 badly to tand at the top and 
ee the world. nd at that moment you ha e no choice. " man can't 
own a mountain," you hear yourself aying aloud, and your arm wmg 
your backpack over the fence. In second your body follow . 
soon a your feet hit the ground a laugh escape your lip . You 
look back only once, a if to make ure you're actually on the right side 
of the fence, then it's two hundred yard to the peak. Don't turn around 
ot yet. dirty narrow footpath has been worn in the grass and ou 
follow it. Then suddenly, for the fIrst time in hour , your feet are on flat 
ground. 
The summit. Wind roars at your back and you turn around to face 
it. It smells of spring, so cold and wet and rich as it hit your face. 
Goose bumps. The landscape stretches out before you like an endle s 
colorful map, like a children's book. To the north the towers of the 
nuclear power plant chug away like cloud factorie working overtime. 
The azure skies indicate they have a lot of catching up to do. round 
the towers suburbia tretches out in every direction to wrap around the 
soft brown hills covered by forest like mo on a rock. You're 0 tall 
you could step over them, or toss them over to see what sorts of 
cr~atures wriggle underneath. family of three, no doubt, with a blond 
-haired baby rolling down the sidewalk in a toy truck with red doors and 
a yellow roof. Houses more numerous than stars lie scattered aero s 
the landscape, and you turn to the outh where the metal pire of 
Philadelphia skyscraper glimmer in sunlight. Hawk float around the 
hill 0 low and so clo e that you can look down and see the patterns of 
red and brown decorating their back. Matchbox car roll forward 
slowly on paths no wider than toothpick toward town no larger than 
a thumbs. It's colder here, as you stand in t- hirt and jeans, and all you 
hear is the steady susurrus of wind on your ear . t three o'clock on 
Easter Sunday you tand at the ankles of polio, pacifIed to the core by 
the complete tillness of it all as the remnants of nature mix with the 
markings of mankind and you wonder if you will ever be able to go 
back down. 
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CI 1M Z UIT 
I mil at th cl ud behind ur left ar 
lik th blind w man elling ou a 1 tt ry ticket 
ut id the c f£ e shop u g to ery m rning. 
Y u'll playa ou drink ur cortada - I know u well. 
Y u walk away and I wi h y u g d £ rtune 
and hope, £ r y ur kindne ) that chance fa or ou. 
I live in 
I wa built b the Roman . 
I was 1 ed by th Moors 
And conquered by the hri tian . 
l' UM d th thou and f year ; 
th rain, th now - th sun and e ery elem nt. 
rc unknown to ou ha e pa ed through 
tim and tim again, y t till I tand. 
I b ar th it marks and d n t surrender. 
nd ou ar lik the 1 ments -
with y ur hail tone of touch 
and centuri of lov . 
1kn w1willn rb th am. 
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ft r I ran awa ,w mad 
this rou urn into a r taurant. 
t night, after th customer 
and th painting ha e gone awa , 
w roak ggplant and chee andwich 
and sl p in the kitch n. 
I paint the en with grap jell 
a h coun ts ticket . 
Y u wanted me to ha a watch. 
I am n t a watch. I d n t parate 
m hour into fraction 
and c nd and I cann t tick ff 
th day n my cal ndar. 
Last year, 
I cut it up and rearrang d 
the number and omehow 
I misplac d a w k. You did not look 
at me for two da s until I 
ran ack d the do et, 
found tho e even days 
in the hamp r. 
he do not mind wh n I lid 
the decimal points right 
off the pag and mak them into bracelets. 
h does not back awa 
wh nang r com out m pore, 
wh n m ar 1 ak adn ss and 
I lun out of ti u . 
no computer exi t in our mu eum. 
h click awa on h r 
typewriter and if I 
happen to eat th ke , h mil 
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Katherzne L e our 
TH 0 H R 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Very littl information can be found regarding Chelsea Catalanotto. 
orne say she was born in 1845 somewhere along the ppalachian Trail 
and submitted her work by carrier pigeon as a reclu e. thers have said 
to have seen her roaming the streets of ew York City as late as the 
90' . The only evidence suggesting this woman actually existed are her 
two guest appearances on the popular cartoon, outhpark. 
Brett Celinski is a smart, amiable, jovial, jocund, joyous, electrifying, 
enticing, emboldened, empowered, boisterou , breathtaking, 
brainstorming, ingenious soul and arguably the most creative and 
innovative mind of the last twenty-two centuries.* 
*no actually he's just plucky 
In her spare time, Shira Degani diligently works at her goal of 
becoming an old lady. 
Nicole Dillie is the Pre ident of K.appa D elta K.appa and wants to use 
the Lantern's space to say: I<DI( ALL TH WAYl 
Amanda Hayden already spent too much time deciding what to say. 
Patrick Hayakawa does it all in watermelon sugar. 
Callie Ingram is just being Miley. 
Max Kreisky is a mild-mannered student by day, but at night he takes 
to the rooftops to patrol and protect his fair college as ... The Physicist! 
Josh Krigman is recommended by 4 out of 5 dentists 
Katie LeCours is a senior nglish major who really hopes to have a job 
next year. She also wishes she could be a dinosaur- but only for a few 
days, and has a few too many not-so-secret grandmotherly tendencies, 
including quilting and calling everything 'precious. 
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Hell m nam i Calla Mattox and I am gr at and you know it 
b cau I am gr at and b autiful and up r-fanta tic great. 
Kerry McCarthy begg na jaa b nd .... n dank, n'dank m y japp golo 
ci iiaa . 
India McGhee fl uth b r the inter. 
Men call d h r "Th apol n f rim ," "The M.l. . of Mi chiefl" 
Th y called her "Perfid' wn a quatch," and "The lvi 0 t llo of 
W r cking p th Place!" Th wer wrong! The name' ... Maire 
Moriarty! 
Colin Ottinger i a phmor, majoring in ngli h ( urpri e!) and 
minoring in mu ic. He prefer hi chord harped and his hirt collar 
high. ,h i the current illr ctor of the agical M tery Tour, and 
h i coming to tak u away 
1 Things bout Abby Raymond That Might or Might ot Be True 
1. he and arah Palin ar ill tant cou in . 
2. h ha kill dab ar. 
3. h cann troll h r r' ,onl gurgle. 
4. h had t w ar h r ho on th wrong feet for the fir t four 
ar of her lib t c rr ct 'pig on toe ' 
5. h r gulad comp te in free tyle rap comp tition . 
Sarah Round i an a piring ngli h major trapped in a Biology major' 
bod and h Id a Doctorat in Mixol gy from Harvard. Thi i her fir t 
publicati n. 
Nathaniel Rosenthalis wa reall born and rtali Ro nthali, but 
that ha nothing to do with hi ob ion with all thing literary-really 
it' quit unhealth. In including thi o-call d ' fre h-man' in thi 0-
called 'lit-mag"- ou' reall nl aided hi illne . And no~ he won't 
top miling becau he' here with ou all. J rk , each and e ery on of 
ou. 
Chris Schaeffer ha 400 t eth. H 1 b autiful. 
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Louisa Schnaithmann should have been an artist. She was never 
intended for work. 
Amanda Schwartz, contrary to popular belief, has never forgotten her 
pants. 
Dayna Stein's favorite Twin Peaks subplot was the thing about the 
curtain rods. 
If you like people who explain things with loud noises and ridiculous 
hands gestures, talk to Ryan Sullivan, his disregard for language might 
inspire you. Actually, you'll probably end up thinking he' a strange and 
obnoxious human being. 
Danielle Tatsuno is a fir"~-time Lantern editor and an ongoing 
contributor to "The Bi-ped," a quarterly zine dedicated to all things 
sasquatch. 
Email really stresses Marjorie Vujnovich out. From now on she will 
only correspond via carrier pigeon. 
Robert Whitehead was at the Batde of Troy. It wasn't half as bad as 
people make it out to be. And by people, he means Homer. That man 
was a liar if Robert ever saw one. 
Elizabeth Zeller constantly hones her keen sense of the visual art by 
refusing to learn how to read. 
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